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ABSTRACT
EFFECTS OF MOLECULAR ARCHITECTURE ON FLUID INGREE BEHAVIOR
OF GLASSY POLYMER NETWORKS
by Matthew Blaine Jackson
December 2011
This manuscript demonstrates the synthesis of glassy polymer network isomers to
control morphological variations and study solvent ingress behavior independent of
chemical affinity. Well-controlled network architectures with varying free volume
average hole-sizes have been shown to substantially influence solvent ingress within
glassy polymer networks. Bisphenol-A diglycidyl ether (DGEBA), bisphenol-F
diglycidyl ether (DGEBF), Triglycidyl p-aminophenol (pAP, MY0510), Triglycidyl maminophenol (mAP, MY0610), and tetraglydicyl-4,4’-diamino-diphenyl methane
(TGDDM, MY721) were cured with 3,3’- and 4,4’-diaminodiphenyl sulfone (DDS) at a
stoichiometric ratio of 1:1 oxirane to amine active hydrogen to generate a series of
network architectures with an average free volume hole-size (Vh) ranging between 54-82
Å3. Polymer networks were exposed to water and a broad range of organic solvents
ranging in van der Waals (vdW) volumes from 18-88 Å3 for up to 10,000h time. A clear
relationship between glassy polymer network Vh and fluid penetration has been
established. As penetrant vdW volume approached Vh, uptake kinetics significantly
decreased, and as penetrant vdW volume exceeded Vh, a blocking mechanism dominated
ingress and prevented penetrant transport. These results suggest that reducing the free
volume hole-size is a reasonable approach to control solvent properties for glassy
polymer networks.
ii

New techniques to monitor and predict the diffusion behavior of liquids through
glassy networks are also presented. Digital Image Correlation (DIC) was employed to
accurately measure the strain developed during case II diffusion. This technique also
presented a new theory for a relationship between sample topology and irreversible
macroscopic brittle failure induced by solvent absorption. A new modeling technique has
been developed which can accurately predict the chemical and physical interactions a
solvent may have with a glassy network. This new model can be used as a qualitative
tool to screen for relative fluid resistance of new materials.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Transport phenomena are a major research thrust for polymeric materials. The
study of time and temperature dependant transportation of gases, water, organic solvents,
oligomers and polymers through high molecular weight linear and rubbery-state
crosslinked polymers have led to hundreds of models and theories. Despite this broad
scientific literature base, one important area that lacks sufficient reporting is the transport
of small organic molecules through highly crosslinked polymer glasses. This is
significant since we are witnessing a rapid proliferation of polymer matrix composites as
structural materials in the transportation, energy and infrastructure sectors. Glassy
polymer networks used as matrix materials in composites control critical properties, such
as thermal, chemical, interfacial and environmental performance. For example, during its
operational lifetime a composite aircraft will potentially be exposed to a number of
aggressive chemical fluids, including water, MEK (paint remover), jet fuel, hydraulic
fluids and cleaners which can potentially alter matrix performance. Exposure to these
fluids can cause a reduction of key mechanical properties, such as modulus and
strength1,2; however, transport mechanisms through these materials are not wellunderstood. Currently matrix chemistries used in composite materials are formulated to
minimize the mechanical impact of fluid exposure. Nevertheless, it is logical to assume
that fluid resistance and performance confidence could be improved if the mechanisms of
solvent ingress within glassy polymer networks were better understood.
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Understanding molecular deformation and strain phenomena in fiber-reinforced
polymer networks is of fundamental physical interest and importance for the design of
composites.3 A clear link exists between the macroscopic observations and molecularlevel mechanisms of material response to deformation.4 Controlling the matrix
chemistries of a glassy amorphous polymer network in order to toughen high-modulus
brittle matrices via molecular-level energy absorbing mechanisms is of primary interest
to the aerospace industry and our research group in particular. Work performed in this
lab to increase glassy state motions has shown a correspondingly negative trend toward
fluid resistance. This dissertation will look to investigate and elucidate the mechanisms
of fluid ingress through glassy epoxy networks to determine methods to improve solvent
resistance of high distortional resins and ultimately composite structures.
Deformation
The deformation of matter generally falls under two fundamental categories:
volume expansion and/or volume distortion. These mechanisms correspond to elastic and
plastic processes that occur while under a given loading condition. Volume expansion, or
dilation, is the dominant failure mechanism in the glassy thermosetting polymers used in
composite matrix resins.5 These polymers follow the Lennard-Jones (L-J) fracture
behavior whereby the Pauli Exclusion Principle repels atoms at a distance less than their
van der Waals (vdW) radius and electrostatic differences attract atoms at a distance
greater than their vdW radius.6 Dilation occurs when the cohesive forces of the L-J
potential are insufficient to overcome an outside force on the system resulting in
cavitation.7 Cavitation is not a continuous process, but rather a step-wise discrete process
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resulting in small voids formed throughout the sample, which ultimately coalesce and
result in catastrophic brittle failure.8
Distortional deformation mechanisms avoid cavitation by altering the shape
without changing the total volume and are the dominant energy absorbing mechanisms in
rubbery polymers. The net frictional forces during distortion do not change, which allow
the ultimate strength and durability of the material to remain uncompromised.9 Although
intermolecular forces of attraction may be overcome during distortional events, the net
result is molecular-level torsional motion, followed by recovery of the attractive forces
that prevent cavity formation and cohesively hold the molecules intact.10 Thus,
increasing the distortional capability of a glassy polymer will lead to improved
macroscopic mechanics of the matrices.
Increasing the distortional capabilities of polymer networks involves enhancing
the ability of the materials to deform at the molecular level by incorporating moieties,
which can exhibit motion in the sub-Tg regime. These motions increase the system’s
ability to respond to strain by means of plastic processes occurring at the molecular level.
It is possible, however, that these increased motions facilitate the transport of small
molecule penetrants and are, therefore, responsible for the decreased fluid resistance of
high distortional glassy epoxy networks.
Strain Invariant Failure Theory (SIFT)
SIFT is a physics-based polymeric failure criterion for carbon fiber polymer
composites developed by Boeing.11 SIFT accurately predicts ultimate composite
capability and provides insights into the microscopic mechanisms responsible for
failure.12 This theory also predicts that the critical effective properties of the lamina
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controlling damage initiation are the effective volumetric and equivalent strains.
Volumetric strain (εvol) is defined as the sum of the three invariants of the strain tensor
defined in Equation 1.
Equation 1
Dilational volume change is typically estimated with the first invariant of strain, J1, as
this value accounts for over 98% of the total volume change. In simplified form, the
expression for volumetric strain reduces to Equation 2 where ε1, ε2 and ε3 are the three
principal strains.
Equation 2
Distortional deformations within a polymer matrix are associated with the equivalent
strain, or von Mises strain (εvm), defined in Equation 3
(

[(

)

(

)

(

) ])

Equation 3

The fundamental basis for SIFT with respect to damage initiation within the polymer
matrix is based upon Equations 2 and 3 since damage initiates when the volumetric or
equivalent strains exceed some critical value.13
SIFT has shown that an increase in the von Mises strain parameters of the
composite matrix provides the greatest opportunity to increase composite performance.
J1 is concerned with the volumetric expansion and is controlled by bond lengths, bond
angles and atomic composition, which are difficult to manipulate. On the other hand, ε
is controlled by network architecture and available molecular motions that can be
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manipulated through changes in chemistry. Epoxy formulation models designed to
predict matrix von Mises and J1 critical strain properties confirm that amine curative
chemical composition has a profound effect on the deformational behaviors of aerospace
matrices.14 Favorable formulations increase the intersegmental polymer torsional
motions, rotations, and relaxations that significantly affect ε

. Molecular dynamics

simulations based upon a variety of aromatic amine curatives, combined with structural
FEA composite modeling performed at Boeing, are presented in Table 1. The relative
ε

and J1 predictions for epoxy matrix composites, normalized to a standard aerospace

epoxy benchmark formulation, demonstrate how critical strain parameters are influenced
by modifying the aromatic amine curative.
Table 1. Normalized Strain Predictions for DGEBA Network Cured with Aromatic
Amines
Model Amine Curative (normalized)
Para-substituted aromatic sulfone diamine (benchmark)

1.000

J1
1.000

Meta-substituted aromatic sulfone diamine

0.926

1.191

Meta-substituted aromatic ether diamine

1.013

1.306

Para-substituted aromatic ether-sulfone diamine

1.035

0.987

Para-substituted aromatic diamine

0.868

1.204

Cyclo-aliphatic diamine

1.286

0.809

Modeling has provided insights leading to improved von Mises strain by
incorporating highly flexible ethers and aliphatic segments. However, improvement in
the distortional capability of these resins has been at the cost of decreased fluid resistance
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to the point where some materials are considered unusable for structural applications.
Figure 1 shows the benchmark sample from Table 1 and a SIFT determined high
distortional resin exposed to methyl ethyl ketone for one week. The high distortional
resin has lost all mechanical integrity while the benchmark sample remains unchanged. It
is unclear at this point whether the moieties responsible for improved mechanical
properties are responsible for the poor solvent resistance. This dissertation will study the
effects of network structure on chemical resistance of high distortional glassy epoxy
networks.

Benchmark

High distortional resin

Figure 1. Benchmark resin and high distortional resin after exposure to MEK for 24
hours.
Glassy Epoxy Networks
Epoxy networks are currently the preferred chemistry of carbon fiber composites
due to their high mechanical properties, processability and low cost. Networks are
formed via step-growth polymerization reactions, with the glycidyl rings opened by
nucleophiles. For aerospace applications aromatic diamines are preferred as the curing
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agent due to their high thermal stability and stiffness, where a diamine is four-functional
with respect to the epoxy. An important factor affecting network formation is the relative
reactivity of the primary and secondary amines. If the reactivities are sufficiently close,
regions of high and low cross-link density are formed as the system vitrifies rapidly.
However, if the primary amine is more reactive, linear segments are formed initially prior
to crosslinking, creating a more homogenized network structure.15 Secondary hydroxyls
formed by the ring opening of the glycidyl group compete with the epoxy amine reaction
at high cure temperatures.16 Although the etherification reaction rate is about 10 times
slower, it becomes significant at the end of the reaction.17 Hydroxyl groups also
contribute to network properties via hydrogen bonding. Increasing intermolecular
interactions due to higher hydrogen bonding density increases the low-deformation
mechanical properties of epoxy networks at temperatures between secondary and primary
relaxations.18
Vitrification is a defining characteristic of thermosetting polymers. Initially, the
reaction is kinetically controlled and limited only by the reactivity of the functional
groups. Once the molecular weight reaches a critical size, the reaction becomes diffusion
controlled as the interaction frequency of functional groups becomes limited.19
Vitrification occurs when the glass transition temperature of the forming systems
becomes higher than the cure temperature. Typically, higher post-cure temperatures are
required to achieve maximum conversion.20 However, vitrification occurring in the first
cure stage often leads to kinetic complexity that changes the structure and properties of
the cured polymers.21 Furthermore, by driving the vitrification point and ultimate Tg to
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high temperatures, the material becomes glassy at room temperature. By definition,
glassy materials are in a non-equilibrium state with enthalpy, entropy and volume are all
offset from their equilibrium values.22 Within the glassy state, mobility is restricted to
non-cooperative local motions, mainly vibrations of atoms and bonds, and reorientations
of small groups.23,24
Network glassy structures properties are related to crosslink density,25 chemical
compositions between crosslinks, concentration of elastically active and inactive chains,26
unreacted end groups and structural defects.27,28 Most of these characteristics are
governed by the order of the chemical crosslink connection, as this ultimately determines
the architecture.29 Thermoset resin architecture are especially difficult to characterize
due to their insolubility and their inability to melt rendering most analytical techniques
useless in determining final network topology. Network structures often are determined
by making assumptions based upon the thermo-mechanical response of the final cured
sample.30 Near-IR spectroscopy has become a popular technique for epoxy resins
because it can monitor, in real-time, the kinetic rates of primary and secondary amine
reactions during the curing process and subsequently yield information on network
formation.31,32 In addition, Positron Annhiliation Lifetime Spectroscopy (PALS) is useful
in probing the network structure without sample modification thereby allowing for direct
insight into molecular topology.33 Combining these techniques thus allows for a clearer
picture of the fully cured network.
Figure 2 shows the results of a Monte-Carlo computer simulation predicting the
network structure of cured epoxies.13 The tetra-functional amine groups (red crosses)
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were fixed while the di-functional linear epoxies (black lines) were introduced to the
system and allowed to move freely until they reached a certain distance from an amine, at
which point they were permanently bound. The image on the left represents the scenario
where primary amines were more reactive than secondary amines and the right image
represents the situation whereby the amines had the same reactivity. The simulation
indicates a more regular network structure is formed when the primary amine is more
reactive. In cases of equal reactivity, elastically inactive cyclics and other defects
become more prominent in the structure.34

Figure 2. Variations in network structure based upon connectivity.
Free volume is inherent to all materials and is a result of imperfect packing of
atoms and molecules.35 As thermosets cool after curing, they transition from the highly
mobile rubbery state to the glassy low mobility state as they progress through the Tg.
During this progression, long-range cooperative motions are restricted, and only short
range independent motions are permitted.36 This creates a locally dynamic environment,
but the lack of long-range mobility effectively freezes free volume into the network
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morphology.37 As a result, glassy state free volume can be an order of magnitude
smaller than that of the rubbery state, creating a complex diffusion environment.38,39,40
Liquid Diffusion Through Glassy Polymers
It is widely accepted that gas diffusion through a polymer can be related to the
free volume in the system.41,42 Materials with more free volume exhibit a higher
permeability and therefore higher flux.43 Original work performed by Fick measuring the
flux of salt through pure water showed that ions would flow from regions of high
concentration to low concentration at a rate proportional to the concentration gradient, in
one dimension.44 This relationship given by:
Equation 4
where J is the diffusion flux, D is the diffusion coefficient or diffusivity, and

is the

concentration gradient. When the rate of transport is proportional to a chemical potential
gradient, it is said to be Fickian. Crank later expanded on Fick’s work to include twodimensional diffusion, or diffusion through a plane, which is applicable to polymeric
membranes.45 The equation for two-dimensional is:
∑

(

(

)

(

)

)

Equation 5

where Mt and M denote mass uptake at time t and equilibrium mass uptake, respectively,
and d represents the sample thickness. Weistman showed that at low
equation simplifies to:
(

√

√ )√

Equation 6

values the
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In plots of mass uptake expressed as

vs. √ , Fickian behavior yields a straight line

where the diffusivity can be determined from the slope.46
The same principles have since been applied to the diffusion of liquids through
polymers, although the free volume correlation is not as widely accepted. Solubility
becomes an issue when a linear polymer is subjected to liquid immersion at which point
the Florey-Huggins interaction and solubility parameters dominate the behaviour.47
Cross-linked systems do not suffer the same limitations and remain insoluble, and
therefore are not governed by the same chemical interactions.48 The complex network
structure and non-equilibrium glassy state of thermoset epoxies gives them a complex
diffusion behavior.

Moisture Ingress Behavior
The interaction of moisture with composite matrix resins is important in many
fields, especially the aerospace industry where weight is critical. Epoxies have been
shown to absorb up to 9 wt% water in high humidity environments.49 Understanding the
mechanism for hygroscopic weight gain is vital in controlling and reducing the water
absorption of epoxy networks.
A three-stage sorption mode has been proposed to explain water uptake: water
first occupies the free volume present in the system, then binds to the system before
finally entering the highly cross-linked regions thereby causing swelling.50 It has been
suggested that water fills the microvoids in the polymers,51 and, therefore, the
equilibrium content is controlled strictly through the available free volume.52 However,
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Bellenger et al. suggested that equilibrium water content is determined by concentration
of polar groups within the resin and independent of free volume.53,54 Further dispute lies
in where the water goes once it enters the polymer. Some studies suggest water is bound
to hydroxyl and amine groups though hydrogen bonding,55,56,57 while others claim water
merely clusters and hydrogen bonds to itself.58 Several analytical techniques suggest that
water does bind preferentially to polar sites once inside the matrix. NMR spectroscopy
has been used to analyze different D2O peak shapes to determine the presence of both
bound and free water.59 Dielectric spectroscopy has shown the activation energy of
specific molecular motions increases in the presence of water due to an increase in
segment size, indicating water binding occurs.60 IR spectroscopy results show that a
unique hydrogen bonding peak between 3600-3200 cm-1 when water is introduced into
the epoxy.61
Water absorption into glassy epoxy networks primarily follows Fickian diffusion
kinetics62 with a diffusion rate proportional to the concentration gradient. Non-Fickian
behavior has been reported in under-cured systems,63 at high temperatures,64 and under
applied stress.65 There is little doubt, however, that fully cured glassy epoxies exhibit
Fickian diffusion with respect to water absorption under standard conditions. Figure 3
shows a simplified representation of the absorption mechanism. Once the polymer is
introduced to water, water molecules invade the system and disperse through the
network. At longer exposure times the concentration of water increases as a function of
the concentration gradient until an equilibrium state is reached.
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Water exposure
Figure 3. Depiction of Fickian water diffusion through glassy polymer black dots
represents water molecules. As the concentration of water increases the shade darkens
until an equilibrium state is reached
Solvent Ingress Behavior
Diffusion of liquid water is a special case of liquid diffusion because the
molecules small size allows it to traverse a glassy network in the same manner as a gas
molecule. Small organic liquids are several times larger than water and simple gases and,
therefore, are more restricted by the network structure of the polymer. This observation
led to the development of several free volume diffusion theories. The original model
described diffusion as translational motion of a penetrant molecule occurs when a
sufficiently large hole forms adjacent to the molecule.66 The geometry and
confirmational flexibility of the penetrant were later taken into consideration when
predicting the jumping hole size.67 Based on this concept the free volume theory was
used to predict solvent self-diffusion in rubbery polymers, and it proved to be accurate
over a wide range of solvent concentrations and temperatures above the glass transition
temperature.68,69,70 However, it is difficult to apply this to glassy systems because of the
non-equilibrium nature of the glassy state and the existence of multiple phases within the
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system due to solvent induced plasticization.71,72 The original theory was modified to
account for three regions present in a polymer/solvent system: a glassy region, a rubbery
region, and an interphase region.73 While this new model is generally accepted, it does
not account for high Tg materials, which remain in the glassy state even after solvent
diffusion.74
Reports defining the transport mechanisms of organic solvents through glassy
polymer substrates are less prevalent than those concerning water. These mechanisms are
generally believed to be dependent upon the size of the organic penetrant and, unlike
water, follow non-Fickian kinetics.75,76,77 The flow of organic solvents through these
materials follows case II diffusion,78 which is defined as a linear mass uptake with time
with a well defined flow front which leaves an unperturbed region of material in the
center of the sample until complete saturation.79 Attempts to predict this behavior have
relied on a heavily modified model first introduced by Thomas and Windle80 to describe a
dual sorption theory whereby a steadily moving case II diffusion is preceded by a Fickian
flow front.81 Hui et al. showed the sorption to proceed through a step-exponential
function in which propagation would not proceed further into the sample until a certain
local critical concentration was exceeded.82 Figure 4 illustrates the dual stage stepexponential diffusion where each line represents a different diffusion time increasing
from left to right. At t1 solvent molecules have penetrated a small distance into the
sample due to available free volume and surface defects. At t2 the local concentration has
reached a critical value, but the solvent front has not progressed any further into the
sample. Concentration in that region increases until the gradient is high enough to drive
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the molecules further into the sample. At t3, the presence of the slow-moving constant
case II flow front is visible, saturating the local region to an equilibrium concentration.
The Fickian flow front follows an exponential shape ahead of the linear case II flow front
with the rate of the advancing Fickian front limited by the rate of sub-Tg molecular
motions.83

Case II
Flow Front

t4

t5

t6

Equilibrium

[Solvent]

t3

Critical
Concentration
Fickian
Flow Front

t2
t1

Distance into sample
Figure 4. Step exponential profile predicted by Hui et al. where Fickian front precedes
case II diffusion.
Figure 5 illustrates case II diffusion behavior in which the gray regions represent
virgin material. As the sample is exposed to an organic solvent, the liquid begins to
ingress at a constant rate from all sides of the sample. An unperturbed core becomes
apparent early on due to the steady, slow-moving front. As the concentration of solvent
increases, the plasticized regions swell. Eventually, the flow fronts converge in the
center and fully plasticized, swollen material results.
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Solvent exposure
Figure 5. Depiction of case II MEK diffusion through glassy polymer
Strain develops within networks as a result of propagation of fully developed case
II sorption fronts as the concentration of solvent increases resulting in swelling of the
host polymer.84 The swelling behavior is a direct result of increased osmotic pressure in
the plasticized material; here, the increased internal pressure coupled with the reduced
modulus of plasticized polymer chains causes them to dilate in an effort to dissipate the
internal stress.85 When solvent absorption follows case II diffusion, as is the case of an
organic solvent absorbing into a glassy epoxy network, swelling is not constant
throughout the sample and occurs only in the presence of the solvent because the
unperturbed modulus of the glassy region is high enough to resist swelling.86
Free volume has been proven to be necessary for penetrant transport. However,
little work has been performed to study the effect of molecule size and free volume holesize on solvent induced strain development of a glassy cross-linked polymer.87 Complex
strain environments are created during case II diffusion with dilational volume expansion
creating tensile stresses in the plasticized regions while swelling of the outer layers places
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bi-axial compressive stress on the glassy center.88 Crazing behavior observed in swollen
glassy polymers has been attributed to the tensile stresses developed during the
absorption process,89 but a model that predicts or describes macroscopic failure in this
mode does not exist due to lack of experimental evidence.
Flow Front Monitoring Techniques
Much of the work performed in the area of solvent ingress involves the use of
theoretical models to predict behavior. The main limitation of theoretical models is the
numerous constants and variables that must be determined experimentally to accurately
predict new materials. Available experimental data, which have been gathered by
permeation and sorption techniques, exist for only a handful of materials at varying
concentration and temperatures.90 Attempts have been made to expedite and improve the
accuracy of the experimental process by using visualization techniques to monitor
diffusion. The first attempt was the use of Rayleigh scattering to track photoreactive dye
tracer molecules diffusing through common linear glassy polymers.91 This successfully
monitored diffusion; however, because the dyes were large conjugated molecules they
could not accurately represent common organic solvents. Laser interferometry was used
effectively to measure the concentration gradient and verify the exponential step-wise
behavior observed in Figure 4. However, for this method, samples must be single
phased, homogeneous and transparent, which limits the versatility of the technique.92
Kevrekidis et al. covalently bonded photo-activated fluorophores to a network, UV light
was then used to cleave a dye whose diffusion was monitored by a camera during
exposure to water.93 Digital Image Correlation (DIC) offers a new technique that can
monitor the ingress behavior of solvents, as well as the swelling behavior of the host
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resin. The new photogrammetry technique measures deformation using a set of digital
images from non-deformed to deformed states. 94,95,96 This technique requires only
minimal effort in sample preparation.
Molecular Modeling
Computational modeling of systems is not a new concept, and while the advent of
techniques to solve more complex models has been available for 50 years, the necessary
hardware and software to run these models was restricted to a small community. As
computers have become more powerful and affordable, molecular computer simulations
have become available to a wide range of scientists. In computer modeling, the goal is to
predict properties and behaviors of complex systems across relevant time and length
scales starting from fundamental chemical and physical mechanisms.97
More recently, computer simulations have been used to investigate the interaction
of fluids with glassy polymers. Simulations are often used to gain insights into molecular
events which cannot be observed directly. For example, molecular modeling has been
used in conjunction with dielectric and FTIR spectroscopies to quantify hydrogen
bonding between water and epoxies.98 Diffusion through glassy polymers was initially
modeled by measuring interaction parameters of binary mixtures because of the
limitations in accurately simulating glassy polymeric systems.99,100 The molecular
interactions, which the simulations abide by, are referred to as force-fields. Early on
these were not parameterized to account for the strong secondary interactions that give
polymers their unique properties.101,102 As the simulations became more powerful, more
complex systems could be modeled, including the effect of absorbed liquids on the
structure and properties of epoxy resins.103 Accelrys Materials Studio released a
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condensed-phase-optimized ab initio force field called COMPASS™ (Condensed-phase
optimized molecular potentials for atomistic simulation studies) specifically
parameterized to simulate polymeric materials.104 This new force-field permitted
secondary interactions, independent molecular motions and free volume to be considered
in diffusion simulations thereby significantly improving accuracy.105
Research Preview
The purpose of this dissertation is not to develop a new diffusion model, but to
introduce an understanding of how solvents interact with crosslinked epoxy matrices.
Much of the work has been performed in this lab to understand and ultimately manipulate
molecular structure in order to control physical properties. The same effort must now be
put toward understanding how changes in molecular structure affect fluid resistance of
polymers. At this point the mechanisms of the molecular level structural relaxations
associated with solvent ingress have not been fully resolved, as well as the molecular
architectural factors that influence mobility of a penetrant through the network. This lack
of fundamental knowledge and experimental evidence has hindered the development of
more solvent-stable epoxy composites as formulations are currently developed through
experimental trial and error. As the composite industry strives to improve the mechanical
performance of glassy resins, it is important to not let fluid resistances considerations lag
behind.
After an explanation of the experimental techniques and materials, the document
will start with a detailed investigation of the formation of network structure. Several
analytical techniques have been used in concert to elucidate network structural
differences. The ability to control network structure through isomerism, cure conditions
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and functionality will be presented, along with the free volume properties of all
concerned materials. Since free volume is believed to be a major component in improved
distortional capability, the fluid uptake behavior will be monitored as a function of free
volume for several systems. Ingress will attempt to be controlled by systematically
altering free volume. New techniques to study fluid ingress have been developed and
will be discussed. These new techniques include a DIC technique, which can directly
monitor the diffusion kinetics and accurately measure solvent-induced swelling, as well
as a new modeling technique, which can analyze both chemical and physical interactions
involved in the sorption process within glassy polymers.
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CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
Several epoxies and amine structures were chosen based upon their similarities in
chemistry and subtle differences in structure and functionality. Below, chemical
structures are displayed by the traditional 2D Chemdraw™ structure as well as by the
geometry-optimized 3D Materials Studio structure, which outlines the van der Waals
volume of each structure in blue. The aromatic diamines used in this document are as
follows:
4,4’ Diamino Diphenyl Sulfone (4,4’ DDS). Aldrich, 97%, 62 gram per
equivalent, 235.61 Å3 van der Waals (vdW) volume, used as received.

Figure 6. 3D (left) and 2D (right) structures of 4,4’ DDS.
3,3’ Diamino Diphenyl Sulfone (3,3’ DDS). Aldrich, 97%, 62 gram per
equivalent, 232.98 Å3 vdW volume, used as received.
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Figure 7. 3D (left) and 2D (right) structures of 3,3’ DDS.
1,3-Bis (3-aminophenoxy) benzene (APB133). Mitsui Chemicals, 97%, 73 gram
per equivalent, 288.62 Å3 vdW volume, used as received.

Figure 8. 3D (top) and 2D (bottom) structures of APB133.
Epoxide resins used in this document range in functionality from 2-4 and are
displayed below in their ideal non-chain extended form; however, epoxy equivalent
weight indicates amount of chain extension for each resin.
Diglydicyl Ether of Bisphenol-A (DGEBA, EPON 825). Hexion Specialty
Chemicals, 175 gram per equivalent, 342.48 Å3 vdW volume, used as received.
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Figure 9. 3D (top) and 2D (bottom) structures of DGEBA.
Diglycidyl Ether of Bisphenol-F (DGEBF. EPON 862) Hexion Specialty
Chemicals, 165 gram per equivalent, 311.15 Å3 vdW volume, used as received.

Figure 10. 3D (top) and 2D (bottom) structures of DGEBF.
Diglycidyl Ether of Bisphenol-M (DGEBM). Hexion Specialty Chemicals, 260
gram per equivalent, 472.25 Å3 vdW volume, used as received.
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Figure 11. 3D (top) and 2D (bottom) structures of DGEBM.
Triglycidyl p-aminophenol (pAP, MY0510). Huntsman Advanced Materials, 95
gram per equivalent, 271.66 Å3 vdW volume, used as received.

Figure 12. 3D (left) and 2D (right) structures of MY0510.
Triglycidyl m-aminophenol (mAP, MY0610). Huntsman Advanced Materials, 95
gram per equivalent, 272.07 Å3 vdW volume, used as received.
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Figure 13. 3D (left) and 2D (right) structures of MY0610.
Tetraglydicyl-4,4’-diamino-diphenyl methane (TGDDM, MY721). Huntsman
Advanced Materials, 109 gram per equivalent, 442.35 Å3 vdW volume, used as received.

Figure 14. 3D (top) and 2D (bottom) structures of MY721.
Water, methyl ethyl ketone (MEK), acetone, acetonitrile, methanol,
tetrahydrofuran, and 1-butanol (all 99+% HPLC grade), Fisher, were used as received.
Glassy Polymer Network Preparation
In a typical reaction, 200.0 g (571.4 mmol) DGEBA was charged to a 500 mℓ
Erlenmeyer flask equipped with a vacuum fitting and magnetic stirring device. The
epoxy prepolymer was heated to 100°C then 70.9 g (285.7 mmol) 4,4’-DDS was slowly
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added over a 10-15 minute period to avoid agglomeration. Upon addition, vacuum was
slowly applied to a level of ~10-3 Torr. Then the temperature was increased to 120°C,
and the mixture stirred until dissolution of amine was observed. Vacuum was removed,
and the clear solution was poured into preheated (100°C) silicone molds of various
dimensions. Samples were cured for 5 h at 125 °C and subsequently post-cured for 2 h at
225 °C. Slight variations of the curing prescriptions were applied to alternate curative
chemistries in an effort to achieve the fully cured glassy state without thermal
degradation. All networks were cured using a 1:1 stoichiometric equivalent of oxirane to
amine active hydrogen. Table 2 describes the nomenclature employed within this
manuscript for glassy polymer network chemistries.
Table 2. Sample Nomenclature
Epoxy
DGEBA
DGEBA
DGEBF
DGEBF
MY721
MY721
MY0510
MY0510
MY0610
MY0610
DGEBM

Amine
4,4’DDS
3,3’DDS
4,4’DDS
3,3’DDS
4,4’DDS
3,3’DDS
4,4’DDS
3,3’DDS
4,4’DDS
3,3’DDS
APB133

Abbreviation
44A
33A
44F
33F
44-721
33-721
44-510
33-510
44-610
33-610
133M
Network Curing

Two different curing profiles were utilized to elucidate different morphologies
within the epoxy networks. The “academic” curing profile consisted of a long isothermal
condition at a low temperature to promote linear epoxy growth followed by a post-cure
above the Tg of the material to promote crosslinking. Some of the multi-functional
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epoxies exhibit Tg’s above the degradation temperature of the material. In these cases the
post-cure was performed at a temperature that promoted additional cure but prevented
degradation. These academic cures were optimized to maximize conversion. DSC was
used to check reaction completion by comparing Tg of first, second, and third scans. If
the Tg deviated less than five degrees between the first and third scan, the cure schedule
was said to be optimized.
An alternate curing profile was also used in an attempt to promote a different
network structure. It consisted of a single stage high temperature cure to alter reactivity
and a different order of monomer addition. This single stage cure will be referred to as
“Industrial” cure for the remainder of the manuscript due to its similarities it shares with
procedures followed by industry. All industrial samples were cured at 180°C for three
hours. Industrial cured samples will be denoted with an “I” in the sample name. Table 3
lists the cure conditions used in this document.
Table 3. Curing prescriptions used
Resin
Di-functional
Multi-Functional & 44A

Academic Cure
5 hr 125°C 2 hr 200°C
5 hr 125°C 2 hr 225°C

Industrial Cure
3 hrs 180 °C
3 hrs 180 °C

Methods
Fluid Uptake
Rectangular epoxy samples having mass of approximately 300 mg and thickness
of 1.5 mm were conditioned in a vacuum oven for 12 h at 100 °C prior to measuring
starting weights. The dried polymer samples were placed in 20 mL scintillation vials
containing ~15-18 mL of fluid. The jars were sealed and stored at 25 °C in a Fisher
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Scientific Model 146E incubator. When calculating percent change in mass (fluid
uptake), two samples were removed from solution, carefully patted dry, weighed to the
nearest 0.1 mg and averaged. The % change in mass for each sample was calculated as
follows:

% Change in Mass 

mh  mi
x100
mi

Equation 7

Where mh is the hydrated mass and mi is the initial mass.
Desorption
Desorption curves were generated using a TGA. Approximately 50 mg samples
were obtained by cutting the edge from a fully equilibrated DMA strip. Samples were
held at 25 °C for 2000 minutes and then for 2000 min 10 °C above the boiling
temperature for the given solvent. An exponential decay curve was then fitted to the data
using Origin™ software to predict the equilibration mass loss.
Strain recovery desorption experiments were performed on fully saturated with
MEK samples. After uptake equilibrium was reached the sample was removed from
MEK and photographed using DIC as an initial point for desorption measurements.
Images were captured once per day until the strain difference between subsequent images
fell below 0.05%. At this point, the temperature was raised, and the desorption
measurements continued until all strain was relieved. Temperatures chosen for the
experiment included room temperature, 85 °C (just above the boiling point of MEK), Tg20 (185 °C), and above Tg (210 °C).
Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)
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Dynamic mechanical analyses were performed using a DMTA V by Rheometric
Scientific. The samples were cast into silicone molds of dimensions 1mm x 5mm x
15mm. The experiments were conducted in tensile mode at a temperature ramp rate of 5
ºC/minute, strain of 0.05%, and a frequency of 1 Hz.
Sub-ambient DMA properties were acquired using a DMA 800 (TA Instruments).
Samples were cast into silicone molds of dimensions 1.5 mm x 5 mm x 15 mm.
Experiments were conducted in tensile mode at a temperature ramp rate of 3 ºC/min from
-120 – 300 °C, a strain of 0.05%, and a frequency of 1 Hz. Samples were equilibrated at
-120 °C for 30 min prior to data acquisition.
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Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
All DSC experiments were performed using a TA Instruments Q200 DSC.
Dynamic DSC experiments to measure total heat evolved (QT) were performed by
heating a 5-10 mg sample in a sealed aluminum pan from 25-350 °C at a rate of 1
°C/min. Isothermal DSC experiments to measure cumulative heat (Q) were performed
under various curing temperatures with samples ranging from 5-10 mg in sealed
aluminum pans. Nitrogen was used as purge gas, and Indium and Sapphire were used as
temperature and enthalpy calibration standards, respectively.
Qualitative Tg conversion measurements were performed by removing a 5-10 mg
samples from a cured epoxy resin and placing into a sealed aluminum pan. Samples were
heated from 25 – 300 °C at 10 °C/min then cooled to 25 °C at 10 °C/min. The heating
and cooling cycle was repeated two more times to give a total of three heating scans. The
center of the change in slope of the heating curve was taken as the Tg. The Tg’s of three
heating scans were compared, and if the difference in Tg was less than 5 °C between the
first and third scan, the material was considered to be fully cured.
Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIR)
NIR spectra in transmission mode were recorded using a Thermo Scientific
Nicolet 6700 FT-IR in the range of 4000-8000 cm-1. A white light source was used in
conjunction with a KBr beam splitter and a DTGS detector. Samples were prepared by
sandwiching B-stage resins between glass slides with a 0.8 mm Teflon washer used as a
spacer. The reaction progressed according to varying curing prescriptions in a Simplex
Scientific Heating Cell, with 16 scans at 4 cm-1 resolution acquired every 10 minutes
during the cure to monitor its extent.
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Positron Annihilation Life-time Spectroscopy (PALS)
Positron annihilation life-time spectroscopy (PALS) measurements were
conducted using a custom built instrument employing a 22Na positron source. The
spectrometer holds two samples of 1 mm thickness and 1 cm diameter with the positron
source sandwiched between them. A custom built setup consisting of Hamamatsu
H3378-50 Photo Multiplier Tubes with attached BaF2 scintillation crystals was used to
detect positron birth and death signals. A fast-fast coincidence system based on
commercial EC&G Ortec NIM modules (model 583 constant-fraction discriminators),
and a model 566 time-to-amplitude converter was used. Temperature scans were
performed from -30 °C to 200 °C in a stepwise fashion at 5 °C intervals with one hour
periods for each step. This ensured that at least 106 number of counts for each data point
would be collected.
Because only the longest life-time signal was used for analysis, no source
corrections were carried out. The time resolution was determined using the program
Resolution of the PATFIT-88 package. The spectra were decomposed into three discrete
lifetime components using the PARFIT-88 package. The longest lifetime was attributed
to o-Ps pick-off annihilation.
For the calculation of hole sizes, a simple quantum mechanical model proposed
by Tao-Eldrup was used, which assumes the Ps to be confined to a spherical potential
well with infinitely high walls. The assumption of spherical holes has been justified for
flexible-chain polymers (polypropylene) as well as for relatively stiff-chain polymers
(bisphenol A-polycarbonate).7 In the Tao-Eldrup model, the electron density of the
surrounding molecules is approximated by an electron layer of constant thickness. In
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polymers, Ps is trapped by local free volumes (holes) of the disordered structure whose
size determines the o-Ps η3 lifetime typically in the nanosecond (ns) range. From η3 the
mean radius R of the local free volume, Vh, is calculated using a semiempirical
expression.

*

(

)+

Equation 8

where ∆R = R0-R = 0.1656 nm.
The prefactor, 0.5 ns, in equation (1) is equal to the Ps annihilation rate. The
quantities R and ∆R are the radius of the hole and an empirical parameter that describes
the thickness of the electron layer, respectively. The value of ∆R has been previously
determined to be 1.656 Å by fitting equation (1) to positron lifetime values measured in
systems of known hole sizes. Because the o-Ps lifetime is expected to show a distribution
of values in polymers, the discrete o-Ps lifetime obtained using the PATFIT88 package
actually represents a mean value. Thus, we use the terms “average o-Ps lifetime” for o-Ps
and “average hole radius” for R.
Digital Image Correlation (DIC)
Advanced strain analysis using digital image correlation (DIC) was conducted
using a 2 camera GOM Optical Measuring Techniques ARAMIS 3D Deformation
Analysis System (Trilion Quality Systems). Calibration was performed using a 15 mm x
12 mm standard to obtain a resolution deviation of less than 0.03 pixels. Digital gray
scale images were captured via two 2M digital CCD cameras equipped with 50 mm
lenses at various time increments. Cameras were mounted approximately 8-10 inches
above the sample.
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DIC requires specimens to be “speckle coated” in order to create non-uniform
surface patterns, which are tracked by the ARAMIS software between digital images
captured over time of exposure. Normally, speckle patterns are created using aerosol
paints where a white base coat is applied followed by sparse black paint coat, which
creates a high contrast pattern. Due to the solubility of aerosol based paint in MEK, a
new speckle technique was created to monitor solvent induced strain behavior. In this
work, speckle patterns were created by sputtering carbon black onto the surface of a
silicone mold. Molten epoxy pre-polymer was cast into mold and cured, creating a
speckle pattern on the mold surface of the transparent sample. A typical speckle pattern
is shown in Figure 15, where A and B are the left and right camera images respectively of
the same sample and C shows the actual capture area with an example strain map.

Figure 15. Typical carbon black speckle pattern on surface of epoxy sample.
Samples were immersed in MEK in an open, white PTFE dish, which provided
the contrast against the black speckles. The dish was covered between acquisitions to
minimize solvent evaporation. In addition, MEK was added periodically to maintain a
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constant solvent volume. Digital images were stored for post-test processing and
analysis.
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Molecular Dynamics Simulation
The computations for this work were performed using an in-house, 96-core,
computational Linux cluster running Materials Studio 5.0 software from Accelrys Inc.
The proprietary COMPASS forcefield was used in the calculation of all energies and
forces.
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CHAPTER III
NETWORK FORMATION
Objective
The objective of this chapter is to investigate the complex network structures that
form within glassy crosslinked epoxy amine systems. Work contained within this
dissertation has shown that network variations exist between samples cured with aromatic
amine isomers 3,3’ and 4,4’ DDS. Differences were quantified using PALS hole-size
free volume data. Network structure development was investigated using DSC and nearIR techniques, which monitored the reaction kinetics in real-time. DMA established
thermo-mechanical baselines to be used for comparison between isomeric samples, cure
profiles and solvent soaked samples.
Introduction
The ultimate properties of an epoxy matrix are achieved by curing the system
until it becomes an insoluble, infusible crosslinked network. In the crosslink reaction
process, small molecule monomers react to form linear segments, which branch and then
crosslink. During cure, the molecular weight increases rapidly, eventually reaching
infinity as the system becomes one large connected molecule. This is termed the gel
point. The rate of approach and point of gelation are dependent upon several factors,
including monomer functionality, stoichiometry and cure temperature. Beyond the gel
point, the three dimensional network architecture is established, and additional reaction
serves to drive conversion and crosslink density. Eventually, a vitrification point is
reached whereby the Tg of the system is higher than the cure temperature, which restricts
long range segmental motion and stopping the reaction. Vitrification may be overcome,
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and the cure may be resumed by heating the system beyond the Tg. In fact multiple cure
stages are often used to control the reaction. For example, a low initial cure temperature
will result in earlier vitrification of the system thereby avoiding a runaway exothermic
reaction. However, due to time and energy limitations, a single high temperature is often
used in industrial settings.106
Results and Discussion
DSC Conversion
To probe the effect of network structure on fluid transport, chemical affinity
contributions were removed by curing epoxies using different amine isomers. This
approach alters network architecture and packing density while maintaining atomic
compositions and network polarities. The meta-substituted 3,3’ DDS isomer benefits
from resonance stabilization which promotes a lower transition state activation energy
effectively increasing reactivity. This effect is depicted in Figure 16 and 17 which
compare exotherms of the DGEBA oxirane ring opening reaction for 3,3’- and 4,4’-DDS
cured at varying heating rates. Differences in reactivity are readily apparent from the
DSC data. The first difference is observed in the temperature of initiation, exemplified
by the onset of the exothermic peak at approximately 125 °C for 44A and 100 °C for
33A, respectively.
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Figure 16. DSC measured exotherm from epoxy amine reaction for 33A at 1, 5 and 10
°C/min.
Further investigation of Figure 17 reveals two exothermic peaks in 44A as
compared to one for 33A. This double peak is the result of vitrification occurring within
the sample during the temperature scan. Prior to vitrification, reaction is occurring
rapidly; when the system reaches a gel point, the viscosity becomes high enough to
prevent migration of functional groups to each other, thus stopping any further reactions.
The increase in temperature eventually overcomes the vitrified state Tg, allowing for
additional reactions to take place. This delayed high temperature reaction results in the
second exothermic peak. The magnitude of the second peak increases with heating rate
until 25 °C/min where it drops off significantly. As the rate increases, more reactions
occur in a shorter amount of time creating a more random network structure as
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rearrangement does not occur fast enough to compensate for this phenomenon. As a
result, crosslinking occurs earlier leading to vitrification at earlier conversions. It is
believed that the 25 °C/min heating rate results in primary and secondary amines reacting
concurrently thereby locking in a morphology that is not overcome by heating as
evidenced by the large drop in heat released for the highest heating rate sample.

Figure 17. DSC measured exotherm from epoxy amine reaction for 44A at 1, 5, 10 and
25 °C/min.
The second reactivity difference is apparent in the energy given off for each
sample, which is tabulated in Table 4 and Table 5. These data show a 50% decrease in
heat enthalpy released for the 33A sample as compared to the 44A sample. Because
these systems are isomers of each other and are normalized based on mass, they should
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have the same number of theoretical reactions and release the same amount of energy
throughout the reaction. This decrease in energy for the 33A sample is attributed to
significant conversion of epoxy during mixing, which increases temperature until the
amine becomes soluble. The higher reactivity of the 3,3’DDS primary amine results in
much of this energy being released before it can be placed in the DSC for measurement.
Thus the dynamic temperature scan method was used, which measures total heat released,
QT, for the entire cure of both systems.
Table 4. 44A DSC Exotherm Data at Different Heating Rates

Heating Rate

Main peak
(J/g)

Small peak
(J/g)

Total Heat
(QT)
(J/g)

1°C/min

391.3

7.56

398.9

5°C/min

375.7

17.44

393.2

10°C/min

357.4

19.32

376.7

25°C/min

329.0

3.92

332.9

Table 5. 33A DSC Exotherm Data at Different Heating Rates

Heating Rate

Main peak
(J/g)

Small peak
(J/g)

Total Heat
(QT)
(J/g)

1°C/min

215.9

-

215.9

5°C/min

266.3

-

266.3

10°C/min

237.6

-

237.6

Isothermal cures were also performed on 33A and 44A at temperatures based on
conventional cure profiles. The lower 125°C temperature is the resin supplierrecommended initial cure temperature for aromatic amines and 180°C is a typical
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industrial cure temperature used on these materials when short cycle times are crucial.
Again, reactivity differences are apparent between the meta- and para-substituted amines
as the 125°C cure for the 44A sample exhibits a very broad exothermic peak centered at
75 min as shown in Figure 18. The reaction proceeds slowly until 250 min at which time,
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Figure 18. Isothermal DSC scans at 125°C and 180°C for 44A.
Figure 19 displays the isothermal DSC curves of 33A at 125 °C and 180 °C. The
meta-substituted amine shows an initial sharp peak centered at 5 min for the 125 °C cure
and returns to the baseline before 200 min, indicating the reaction completes more
quickly at 125 °C for 44A. At 180 °C the exotherm peak is sharp and narrow, and the
maximum exotherm occurs at 7 min. Similar trends are observed in the 180°C across

0

min)
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both samples as each material shows a fast complete cure, which has stopped by 100 min.
However, the behavior at 180°C are more comparable than the 125°C sample for 33A,
suggesting the industrial cure schedule has a more influential effect on the 44A network.
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Figure 19. Isothermal DSC scans at 125°C and 180°C for 33A
These isothermal methods permit the cumulative heat, Q, to be measured at any
reaction time for each temperature. Using the isothermal data at each temperature and
the total heat released from the temperature ramp data, conversion at each cure
temperature was generated for both 33A and 44A through the relationship:
Equation 9
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where α is the degree of epoxide conversion. Significant differences in conversion are
apparent when comparing the 125°C cures between samples as 44A remains below 50%
while 33A approaches 74% after the initial cure. This data suggests that 44A does not
reach its theoretical gel point before the high temperature post cure. In contrast, the 33A
sample shows conversion of both primary amine and secondary amine as exclusive
conversion of primary amine would lead to only 50% total conversion. Conversions at
180°C match closely as both increase rapidly and level off over 80%. This result
suggests that by performing a single stage high temperature cure, reactivity difference in
the amine can be eliminated, creating structural variations which arise solely due to
amine substitution, or more simply, linear chains versus kinked chains.
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Figure 20. DSC conversion data for 33A and 44A at 125°C and 180°C.
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Near-IR Monitoring of Conversion
Variances in network structure can be further investigated by tracking the reaction
in real-time, thus monitoring the changes in concentration of the functional groups.
Figure 21 shows near IR spectra of a 33A system, in which each line represents hour
intervals throughout the reaction. Peaks associated with functional groups, which
participate in the curing reaction, include primary amine overtone (4962-5129 cm-1),
primary amine – secondary amine combination (6504-6805 cm-1), and primary amine –
epoxy overlap (4493-4568 cm-1). To determine concentrations at each time, Beer’s law
was followed according to the equation:
Equation 10
where A is the measured near-IR absorbance,
species, and b is the path length.

is the molar absorptivity of the absorbing
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Figure 21. Near IR spectra of 33A system showing the progression of reaction and peaks
of interest.
Figure 22 shows the near-IR real time kinetic plots derived for 33A. The plot
shows the concentration of epoxide groups, primary amine, and secondary amine at 1 h
intervals throughout the reaction. The data points at -1 h represent initial concentrations
calculated from molecular weights, densities and stoichiometric fractions of the
components. A typical 1:1 stoichiometric mixture of epoxy to reactive amine hydrogen
will give a starting concentration ratio of 2:1 epoxy to primary amine. Since the amine is
a crystalline solid, which will not solubilize in the liquid epoxy resin at room
temperature, heat is applied to the system for solubilization, which results in consumption
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of a certain amount of primary amine. Time zero in Figure 22 refers to the solubilization
point of the amine and was the starting point for near IR acquisition.

Figure 22. 33A near-IR concentration plot
The near IR data for 33A show that roughly 30% of the epoxy and 60% of the
primary amine are consumed during mixing. At the time of initial IR acquisition,
concentration of secondary amine is higher than the concentration of primary amine and
corresponds exactly to the amount of primary amine consumed during the mixing stage.
During the 125 °C cure, the primary amine is consumed rapidly and reacted completely
after 2 hours. During this time secondary amine concentration continues to grow and
nearly reaches the theoretical maximum of 2.5 mol/L, indicating that all primary amine
reacts prior to any secondary amine. The theoretical maximum is the highest possible
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concentration available in the system and is equal to the starting primary amine
concentration. At the two hour mark the secondary amine concentration tracks very well
with the epoxide concentration, giving another indication that all primary amine has been
eliminated from the system. Within the 33A system, the complete consumption of
primary amine prior to any secondary amine consumption indicates that linear chain
segments are formed initially. DSC conversion in Figure 20 shows conversion
approaching 75% which suggests that secondary amine reacts readily at 125 °C,
although only after all primary amine has reacted. This again suggests linear growth is
initiated and completed prior to secondary amine cross-linking. Near-IR shows an epoxy
conversion approaching 90% by the end of the initial stage indicating the network
structure has been fully developed at this point. Once the reaction temperature is raised
to 200 °C mobility of the system increases and the remaining secondary amine and epoxy
react to 99.6% by the end of the 2-hour stage.
Figure 23 depicts the near-IR concentration versus time plot of 44A. As in the
DSC work, the lower reactivity of the para-substituted amine is apparent, as the 125 °C
isotherm experiment displayed a conversion less than 50%. After the mixing stage only
20% of the primary amine reacted compared to 60% for 33A. Due to the low conversion
after the mixing-stage, only a small concentration of secondary amine is present at the
commencement of the IR acquisition. During the 125 °C cure, the lower reactivity is
again apparent as the conversion of epoxy groups remains below 50% at the conclusion
of the initial cure while 14% primary amine is still present in the system. Below 50%
conversion the system has not reached a theoretical gel point and is still low in viscosity.
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Prior to the post-cure, the molecules are highly mobile as the conversion remains low and
temperature is well above the Tg. Once the temperature is raised for the post cure both
primary and secondary amine react rapidly with available epoxide groups as the epoxy
conversion jumps from 40% to 83% in the first hour of the post-cure. The result of this
rapid increase in conversion creates a highly random and disordered network structure.
The effect of this is observed in Figure 17 where a vitrification is observed in the DSC
temperature sweep. The rapid reaction of primary and secondary amines in concert forms
a random disordered structure, which vitrifies early preventing further reaction. As the
post-cure continues through 2 h, the final conversion of epoxy never exceeds 94%. This,
again, is due to the network architecture, which locks in a morphology that prevents
migration of functional groups.
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Figure 23. 44A near-IR concentration plot.
Similar near-IR experiments were conducted with Bisphenol F-based epoxy to
ensure that the results were repeatable and that differences in network structure were in
fact a result of the amine reactivity. Figure 24 shows the near-IR concentration plot of
33F, which shows similar behavior to the 33A sample, with a significant amount of
primary amine reacting during the mixing stage and secondary amine reaction occurring
only after all primary amine is consumed. Tracking of the secondary amine and epoxy
concentration at the latter stages of the 125 °C is a strong indication that linear polymer
was formed prior to cross-linking. Final epoxide conversion was 99.8% following the
post-cure.
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Figure 24. 33F academic cure near IR concentration plot.
Figure 25 shows the near-IR concentration plots of 44F. The results show a
similar trend to 44A where the epoxy conversion is slow at 125 °C. The difference with
the 44F sample is that the primary and secondary amine reactions are much more
competitive with each other at the initial cure temperature. After reaching a maximum
shortly after mixing of 1.57 mol/L, the 2° concentration remains fairly constant through
the 125 °C isothermal while the primary amine concentration is reduced slowly. This
suggests that 1° and 2° amines are reacting at approximately the same rate as any primary
amine reaction results in the formation of a secondary amine. In order to observe a
steady-state 2° amine concentration, a secondary amine must react every time a primary
amine reacts. After the temperature is raised for the post-cure the epoxy, concentration
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declines but not as sharply as in the 44A system. Final conversion of the epoxy reaches
99.6% at the conclusion of the reaction.
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Figure 25. 44F Academic cure near-IR concentration plot.
An alternate cure for the di-functional samples was also examined to determine
the effect of cure profile on network development and structure. DSC results shown in
Figure 20 revealed differences in isomer reactivity at 125 °C but showed similar
reactivities at 180 °C where the kinetic rate and ultimate conversion were similar between
3,3’DDS and 4,4’ DDS networks. Figure 26 illustrates the 3 h 180 °C or industrial cure
schedule as monitored by near-IR for 33A. As with the academic cure, primary amine is
consumed rapidly and to completion prior to any secondary amine conversion. Although
the rate is higher at 180 °C, the result is the same; linear chains are first formed as a result
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of preferential 1° amine reaction, and a much slower 2° amine reaction subsequently
results in crosslinking.
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Figure 26. 33A Industrial cure near-IR concentration plot.
Figure 27 depicts the industrial cure of 44A. Here, primary amine is consumed
rapidly and completely prior to 1 h; at which point, the secondary amine concentration
reaches a maximum. At 1 hour, the secondary amine concentration is equal to the epoxy
concentration which indicates all primary amine is removed from the system and any
additional reaction is due to cross-linking as a result of secondary amine epoxy reaction.
A distinct difference is observed between the network formations of this material at each
cure schedule. In the academic cure, 125 °C did not promote a large amount of reaction
and resulted in a significant amount of primary amine to be present in the system for the
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225 °C post-cure. Prior to the post-cure, the system was a low viscosity liquid with high
molecular mobility. Once the temperature was raised, all remaining primary and
secondary amine sites react quickly, locking in a random morphology. The industrial
cure of 44A however, seems to follow a similar network development to 33A as all
primary amine is reacted prior to secondary amine, favoring the formation of long linear
sections prior to cross-linking. Maximum conversion of this system is reduced and only
approaches 90%. This is due to the curing temperature never exceeding the ultimate
glass transition temperature of the system which is 220 °C.
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Figure 27. 44A industrial cure near-IR concentration plot.
Industrial cure profiles were also applied to the Bisphenol F systems and
monitored with near-IR. Figure 28 shows the concentration versus time plot for 33F
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using the industrial cure schedule. Many similarities are observed between 33A and 33F
industrial cure. However, a notable difference, which is a potential concern with 33F, is
the residual secondary amine present in the system at the conclusion of the cure and at
complete epoxy conversion. This result suggests that up to 8% of the epoxy was
converted through a reaction other than the epoxy amine reaction that is predominately
observed in the previous systems. Literature reviews report that hydroxyl groups are able
to react with epoxide groups at temperatures above 170 °C at a rate 10-15 times slower
than the epoxy amine reactions.
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Figure 28. 33F industrial cure near-IR concentration plot.
Figure 29 displays the near-IR industrial cure conversion plot of 44F where,
again, a high concentration of secondary amine is present after all epoxy groups have
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been converted. In this system, the residual secondary amine increased to 15% and,
again, suggests a significant portion of the epoxy has been consumed in an etherification
reaction with hydroxyl groups. The reason for the increased etherification in the
industrial cured Bisphenol F-based epoxy samples is not clear. However, it may be due
to the lower viscosity of the base epoxy resin. As the system is heated, the more mobile
resin increases the collision frequency between epoxide and hydroxyl groups, which
increases the statistical likelihood that the less kinetically favorable etherification reaction
will occur. The less reactive 4,4’DDS results in a prolonged period of low viscosity and
high mobility where the high temperature of the industrial cure increases the likelihood of
the hydroxyl epoxy reaction even further as is evidenced by the high remaining
secondary amine concentration.
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Figure 29. 44F industrial cure near-IR concentration plot.
DSC Cure Confirmation
DSC was used as a qualitative way to check the degree of cure of both cure
profiles of each of the di-functional resins. Samples were cured according to
prescriptions outlined in the experimental section. The samples were taken through two
heating cycles at a heating rate of 10 oC/min up to 275 oC. If subsequent heating cycles
varied less than 5 oC, the sample was considered to have reached a maximum obtainable
conversion. Advancement in Tg in the second scan is mainly due to etherification
reactions occurring at high temperatures from the first scan. This causes a higher
crosslink density and subsequently sharpens the transition. Figure 30 shows the two
heating cycles for the academic cure of the di-functional resins cured with 3,3’ and 4,4’
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DDS. The 33F, 44F and 33A materials were fully cured according to this technique,
which correlated well with near-IR data that showed greater than 99% conversion for
these three systems. Tg between heating cycles for 44A showed a difference of 8 oC and
had a near-IR epoxy conversion of only 94%. Attempts to cure the network at higher
temperatures to drive the conversion the remaining 6% resulted in sample degradation.

Figure 30. First and second DSC scans of academically cured di-functional resins.
Figure 31 shows 2 subsequent heating scans for the di-functional industrial cured
samples. Under this cure schedule 33F and 33A showed nearly identical behavior to the
academically cured samples where the difference in Tg of each heating scan was less than
5 oC. The 4,4’ DDS cured samples, 44A and 44F, show a significant shift in Tg between
heating scans, indicating the industrial cure prevents a maximized conversion. Small
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exothermic peaks can be observed in these samples as additional cure occurs above the Tg
of both 4,4’ DDS samples. The 3,3’ DDS cured samples appear to be fully cured
networks as variations in Tg match up well with the academic cure DSC scans.

Figure 31. First and second DSC scans of industrial cured di-functional resins.
Second scan Tg’s of all di-functional systems at each cure schedules are tabulated
in Table 6. The second scan Tg’s give insight into the network structure as they represent
the thermal response of the fully cured networks in which differences between samples
due to under-curing as was observed in the 44A industrial cured sample have been
eliminated. Consistent with the near-IR data are the significant differences observed in
the 4,4’ DDS cured samples for the industrial vs. the academic cure. The fully cured 44A
network suffers a reduction in Tg from 227 to 215 °C in going from academic cure to
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industrial cure and 184 to 175 °C for 44F. This change in fully cured network Tg
indicates that a different network architecture resulted from the short, high temperature
cure. Typically a reduction in Tg correlates well with a reduction in sub-Tg free volume,
so it is presumed that the industrial cure promoted a lower free volume state. The 3,3’
DDS cured samples show little to no variation in second scan Tg, which suggests the
network forms in a similar manner between the two cure cycles.
Table 6. DSC Second Scan Tg’s of Di-functional Resins of Academic and Industrial
Cure Schedules
Sample
44A
33A
44F
33F

Academic
Cure Tg (°C)
227
180
184
154

Industrial
Cure Tg (°C)
215
178
175
153

Free Volume
The reactivity differences of the amines are manifested in glassy state
morphological differences, which are reflected in average hole-size free volume (Vh)
measurements. Observations from near-IR and DSC measurements of curing differences
between amine isomers can be correlated to network structure. Average hole size (Vh),
measured by PALS, elucidates network structure by probing unoccupied space with a 1
angstrom radius positron. Unoccupied space or free volume is inherent to all polymeric
materials and arises from non-uniform packing of molecules. Typically, samples with
higher glass transition temperatures possess higher free volumes.107 As the sample cools
from the liquid to the glassy state, long range segmental chain motions become restricted
and free volume is frozen into network architecture. PALS has a distinct advantage over
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other analytical techniques. Since sample modifications, which perturb network
structure, are not necessary in sample preparation, PALS provides direct insight into true
glassy-state network structure.
Figure 32 shows the Vh of 44A for academic and industrial cures. Both samples
have a natural upward trend with increasing temperature due to thermal expansion effects
on the materials. The samples display similar slopes as would be expected since they
share a network composition. The academically cured 44A has higher average hole-size
free volume at all temperatures compared to the industrially cured sample. This
information aligns well with the information obtained from the kinetic curing studies
where alterations in cure schedule affected the development of the network architecture.
It was suggested above that when cured following the academic cure schedule, primary
and secondary amine are able to react concurrently, resulting in early vitrification and a
more random network structure. The industrial cure promotes primary amine reaction
prior to secondary amine, suggesting that linear chains are formed prior to cross-linking,
allowing for tighter chain packing, resulting in lower average hole size free volume as
observed in Figure 32.
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Figure 32. Average hole size free volume of 44A at academic (○) and industrial (▲) cure
schedules.
Figure 33 illustrates the Vh of academically and industrially cured 33A material.
Here the academically cured sample also exhibited higher hole-size free volume at all
temperatures in the glassy state. However, variances in curing prescription kinetics were
small for this system, suggesting the network architecture and conversely Vh should be
comparable. It should also be noted that the unexpectedly low Vh value for the industrial
cured sample indicates the data may be erroneous and, therefore, requires further work.
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Figure 33. Average hole size free volume of 33A at academic (○) and industrial (▲) cure
schedules.
Figure 34 depicts the PALS Vh data for the 44F system at each cure schedule.
The industrial cure profile effectively lowered the free volume hole-size. Competitive
primary and secondary amine reactions were more prevalent in this system. This
explains the lower industrial cure Vh as the primary amine sites were consumed before to
secondary amine groups. This is supported by the near-IR data in Figure 25 and Figure
29.
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Figure 34. Average hole size free volume of 44F at academic (○) and industrial (▲) cure
schedules.
Figure 35 shows the Vh of the 33F system. Once more, the industrial cure forms a
network with a lower average hole-size free volume. It is not clear why the Vh is
lowered in the industrial cure of the 3,3’ DDS cured samples. However, it may be related
to the single cure temperature as opposed to the stepped temperature cure in the
academically cured samples. Because both cure cycles promote complete primary amine
conversion prior to reacting secondary amine sites, the difference must lay within the
shift from initial cure to high temperature post-cure for the industrial cure. At the
conclusion of the 125 °C cure stage, the system has reached a conversion of
approximately 85% as the reaction has transferred from kinetically controlled to
vitrification controlled. All reactions at this point are stopped, and architecture has been
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established. Once the temperature is raised for the post-cure, system mobility increases
enough to allow the final cross-linking reactions to occur and drive the degree of
conversion to over 99%. In the case of the industrial cure for the 3,3’ DDS cured
systems, 180 °C provides sufficient temperature for the system to remain above its
ultimate Tg for the duration of the reaction. This scenario allows for the complete
conversion at this temperature as mobility is never lost in the system due to vitrification.
This permits molecular rearrangement after each reaction into a favorable, low energy
conformation, and a low Vh. This is not always the case in the academically cured
system, specifically in the jump from 125 oC to 200 oC whereby the high temperature
increases the mobility of the system and locks in a small degree of random packing.
Etherification reactions, which are more prevalent in the industrial cure schedule, could
also cause the reduction in Vh.
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Figure 35. Average hole size free volume of 33F at academic (○) and industrial (▲) cure
schedules.
Table 7 highlights the room temperature glassy state average hole-size free
volume for the four di-functional resin systems subjected to both academic and industrial
cure profiles. From the table, a few observations can be made. First, Bisphenol A based
epoxy systems generally have a higher hole size than the corresponding Bisphenol F
analogue. The one exception in the table is the industrially cured 33A system Vh of 42
Å3, which is believed to be erroneous. The structures of the two epoxies are similar; thus,
the increased free volume can be attributed directly to the isopropyl groups in the center
of the bisphenol A unit, which prevents chain packing to be as tight as the bisphenol F
epoxy. Second, the meta-substituted 3,3’ DDS curative imparts lower free volume than
the para-substituted isomers. During the cooling from the rubbery to the glassy state, the
restricted mobility of the para-substituted amine freezes the system at a higher
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temperature, locking molecules into place that creates larger amounts of free volume.
The ability of the meta-substituted polymer to experience additional chain conformations
promotes tighter chain packing during cooling and thus lower free volume. This process
is especially prevalent in the industrial cure schedule, which explains why those samples
possess lower Vh.
Table 7. Free Volume Properties of 33A and 44A

Vh (Å)3

Bis F 33
Aca Ind
67
56

Bis F 44
Aca Ind
76
58

Bis A 33
Aca Ind
77
42

Bis A 44
Aca Ind
82
77

Figure 36 shows the PALS data of three of the multi-functional resins. From the
figure it is apparent that the increased cross-link density of the multi-functional resins
lowers the Vh of the resins as compared to the di-functional systems. The 4-functional
721 resin exhibited the highest Vh of the multi-functional resins and was believed to be,
due to the low degree of conversion compared to the other systems. Similar to the difunctional resins, trends between meta and para-substitution held true for the multifunctional systems. The meta-substitution of 3,3’ DDS again showed lower free volume
trends. Based on these observations, the meta-substituted 610 epoxy resin is believed to
have lower Vh than the para-substituted 510 epoxy resin.
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Figure 36. PALS data of multi-functional resins.
The combination of several analytical techniques enabled our research group to
detail the differences in glassy state network architecture between amine isomers. DSC
and near-IR measurements showed how differences in amine substitution affect the rates
of network development. The higher reactivity of the meta-substituted amine promotes
linear chain growth prior to crosslinking, creating an ideal densely packed topology. In
contrast, the lower reactivity of the para-substituted amine prevents complete primary
amine reaction at the initial cure temperature and eliminates any secondary amine
reaction, leaving the system in a liquid state prior to post-curing. Upon raising the
temperature, rapid primary and secondary amine reactions lock in a disordered structure
as the system vitrifies. Hole size free volume and density measurements support this
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notion, showing 33A with a lower Vh and higher density than 44A. Also, metasubstitution in the polymer chain backbone helps to increase packing efficiency and, thus,
to a lower Vh.
The lower hole-size free volume of the multi-functional resins is due to their
higher functionality, which promotes a tighter network by reducing the molecular weight
between crosslinks. The higher fractional free volume is due to the early vitrification in
the system, preventing any chain relaxation. Di-functional systems initially grow linear
segments that allow for tight chain packing and early morphological structure to
development. Crosslinking does not disrupt the tight linear segments but, instead,
conforms the newly added chains to the network, creating a low density or high free
volume hole size domains. Multi-functional resins do not have high density domains,
and their network forms a more ladder-like structure with more uniform domains. This
gives the system evenly distributed small holes and an overall high fractional free
volume.
Mechanical Properties
Mechanical properties for the di-functional resins were measured using a
Wyoming Test Fixture compression apparatus in conjunction with an MTS. Table 8
presents the results of the compression analysis as measured by linear variable
differential transformer (LVDT). Each value is an average of three samples. In general,
the 3,3’ DDS cured samples had higher modulus, stress at yield, and lower strain at yield.
This is due to tighter chain packing, which lowered the free volume of the system. In
general, the 4,4’ DDS industrial cured samples showed the greatest variation with the
strain at yield values consistently 1-2 % lower than the academically cured samples. This
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is attributed to the altered curing kinetics and higher density packing associated with
complete conversion of primary amine groups prior to secondary amine reaction in the
industrial cure profile.
Table 8. Compression Data for Industrial and Academic Cure of Di-functional
Epoxy Resins Cured with 3,3’ and 4,4’ DDS.
Sample
33F
33F-I
44F
44F-I
33A
33A-I
44A
44A-I

Modulus
(MPa)
3132
3082
2700
2776
2932
2799
2637
2502

Stress at Yield
(MPa)
145
148
135
141
142
145
140
143

Strain at Yield (%)
8.04
8.28
12.22
10.14
10.03
10.35
12.49
11.76

DMA Results
DMA is a powerful tool that yields information concerning mechanical properties
and thermal transitions, such as the glass transition temperature. Figure shows the
primary tan delta peaks as a function of temperature for all academically cured resin
combinations in this study; here, the center of this tan delta peak will also be referred to
as the glass transition temperature. A clear separation in Tg’s is observed between the
standard resins and the multi-functional resins with the standard resins having Tg’s below
200 °C and the multi-functional resins exhibiting Tg’s above 200 °C. The only exception
was the 44A system, whose Tg was approximately 230 °C.
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Figure 38. DMA Plots Comparing the Tan Delta Peak for All Academic Cured Resin
Combinations.
Figure 37 compares the storage modulus of the academically cured standard
resins to industrially cured ones. Glassy modulus values do not vary significantly from
academic cure to industrial cure. However, a reduction in modulus is observed going
from 3,3’ DDS to 4,4’ DDS with the 3,3’ DDS system having a higher modulus in every
case. This is due to the tighter polymer chain packing afforded by the additional mobility
and lower free volume of the meta-substituted amine. This is an inherent effect of the
material and is not altered by the cure.
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Figure 37. E’ of di-functional resins at both cure schedules.
Figure 38 compared the tan delta curves or Tg of the academically cured samples
to the industrial cured samples. Glass transition temperatures are reduced in every
sample, going from the academic cure to the industrial cure, with the largest difference in
the 4,4’ DDS samples. The 3,3’ DDS samples are less affected by the altered cure
schedule with Tg’s lowered by only 10 and 3 °C respectively for the 33F and 33A
samples. Decreased Tg values for the 44A system is due to lower conversion because the
180 oC cure temperature was not high enough to drive them to ultimate Tg. Increased
etherification also contributes to the lower thermal stability and is likely the cause for the
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reduction in the other three systems as the flexibility of the ether bond promotes
cooperative long range motion.
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Figure 38. Tan delta DMA of di-functional resins treated with both cure schedules.
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Figure 39. Bar chart comparing tan delta Tg for all samples.
Table 9. Tg (Center of Tan Delta Peak) for All Samples
Network
33F
44F
33A
44A
33-610
44-610
33-510
44-510
33-721
44-721

Tg (oC) –DMA (Peak)
Academic
Industrial
170.80
160.96
184.84
172.81
189.55
186.43
231.25
206.11
232.22
208.90
268.76
242.32
239.06
224.40
284.06
279.60
260.66
249.60
284.06
290.00

Summary
Several analytical methods were employed to gain a greater understanding of how
glassy epoxy network develop during cure. Near-IR and DSC methods monitored the
network development of di-functional epoxides cured with 3,3’ and 4,4’ DDS. Results
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showed that for 3,3’ DDS systems the primary amine reacts exclusively prior to
secondary amine reaction. In contrast, in 4,4’ DDS systems the primary and secondary
amine groups react simultaneously. This results in the 3,3’ DDS cured systems forming
linear polymer chains before cross-linking while 4,4’ DDS systems form highly
disordered, random network structures. Free-volume data showed that 4,4’ DDS samples
have higher hole-size free volume and fractional free volume due to their disordered
network structure, which became frozen into the glassy state.
The free volume of these systems can be manipulated by varying cure schedule by
altering the manner in which the network forms, especially for the 4,4’ DDS systems. By
switching from an academic based 2 staged cure with a low initial temperature followed
by a short high temperature period to a single stage high temperature cure, the 4,4’ DDS
materials react in a manner similar to 3,3’ DDS systems whereby primary amine groups
are completely consumed prior to secondary amine reaction. This results in a significant
reduction in free volume as the system went from irregular and disordered states to a high
density one with a more regularly packed architecture.
Investigation of multi-functional resins and the di-functional resins has confirmed
that meta-substitution results in lower free volume as compared to para-substituted.
Presumably the meta-substitution affords additional mobility to the chains to pack tighter
as the polymer cools from the rubbery state to the glassy state. This is true for both
epoxy and amine moieties as meta-substitution in epoxy monomers provided systems
with lower free volume than para-substituted epoxies. Also multi-functional resins were
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shown to reduce hole-size free volume than the di-functional resins and a higher
fractional free volume.
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CHAPTER IV
EFFECT OF HOLE-SIZE FREE VOLUME ON THE FLUID INGRESS OF ORGANIC
SOLVENTS THROUGH GLASSY POLYMER EPOXY NETWORKS
Objective
The goal of this chapter is to understand the relationship between the average hole
size free volume of glassy epoxy networks and solvent ingress behavior. With this
knowledge it is hopeful new, more fluid resistant, materials can be designed and
synthesized. Several theoretical models credit free volume as a controlling factor for
solvent absorption; however, experimental evidence of this is limited. Therefore, we aim
to investigate effect of free volume solely on the solvent ingress behavior by systematic
variation of chemical structure and, in turn, network topology through the use of isomers
and cure.
Introduction
Reports defining the transport mechanisms of organic solvents through glassy
polymer substrates are less studied than water. The diffusion behaviour is dependent
upon the composition of the penetrant and follow non-Fickian kinetics.75,127 Transport of
organic solvents through these materials has been shown to follow Case II diffusion
defined by linear mass uptake over time with a constant moving, well-defined flow front
leaving an unperturbed region of material in the center of the sample until
equilibrium.75,77 Attempts to predict this behavior have relied on a model first introduced
by Thomas and Windle78 but have been modified to describe a dual sorption theory where
a steady moving Case II diffusion was predicated by a Fickian flow front.82 These
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models that have typically been reported for linear polymer glasses also apply to the
diffusion behavior of small molecule transport within glassy polymer networks.
Limitations in linear polymer models occur when predicting glassy network behavior
since the rheological environment changes with crosslinks, which alter uptake kinetics.
Physical crosslinks are reported to restrict plasticized Brownian motions that assist in
fluid uptake;108 therefore, free volume is even more important in glassy crosslinked
networks since it replaces viscosity as the dominant factor which controls the rate of
solvent ingress.78
Results and Discussion
Organic Solvent Uptake
MEK exhibited a much different absorption mechanism than water for the same
resins. MEK followed linear absorption as opposed to the exponential decay, Fickian
dominated, absorption of water. Figure 40 shows the MEK absorption behavior for the
di-functional resins based upon the academic cure schedule. A clear separation in uptake
kinetics is observed between the four samples. Polarity can be discounted as the
controlling factor due to the measurable differences between 3,3’ and 4,4’ DDS cured
samples, which have identical polarities. 44A shows the highest rate of absorption that is
three times higher than 33A, which has the second highest rate. Third was 44F, and,
finally, the slowest rate of absorption was 33F, which had only absorbed 3% MEK after
7000 hours. All samples show a linear trend while 44A and 33A have plateaued at 30%
and reached equilibrium. 33A shows a small deviation from linear behavior at high
absorption levels due to crazing, which gives increased surface area for solvent to ingress
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and is discussed further below. Since chemical effects can be discounted due to
consistent polarities through the resins, differences are thought to be dependent upon
physical differences within the resin. Chapter III discussed the free volume differences
within the samples where 44A exhibited the highest Vh while 33F had the lowest. The
trend of increasing free volume leading to increased uptake rate is noticed with MEK as
the rate increases proportionally with increasing Vh.

Figure 40. MEK uptake of academically cured standard resins.
Figure 41 shows the MEK absorption of di-functional resins cured using the
industrial cure schedule. Similar to the water absorption, the variation between samples,
and specifically between isomers, is narrowed as networks begin to take on similar
architectures. Linear absorption is again observed with only the 44A industrial sample
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reaching equilibrium near 28% with the perception that all samples will eventually reach
a similar level. Near-IR on the industrial cured resins revealed that the high initial
temperature in the 4,4’ DDS cured systems promoted initial linear formation, which
lowered the free volume and resulted in a structure similar to the 3,3’ DDS cured
systems, which explains the narrowed variation. Differences are then factors of the metasubstituted amines having greater packing ability than the para-substitution.

Figure 41. MEK uptake of industrial cured standard resins.
Figure 42 then plots the academic cured di-functional resins and the industrial
cured samples on the same graph as a basis for comparison. Near-IR and DSC data
confirmed the network topology was altered for 4,4’ DDS samples using the industrial
cure. Under the industrial cure profile, uptake was slowed for the 4,4’ DDS samples
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while the 3,3’ DDS samples showed no change. This is consistent with near-IR and DSC
results where the curing mechanism of 4,4’ DDS changed based upon cure.
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Figure 42. Comparison of MEK absorption of di-functional academic cured samples to
di-functional industrial cured samples.
At such high absorption levels, it would be logical to think samples lost all
mechanical integrity or reached a level of macroscopic failure, which had permanently
altered the network structure; however, this is not the case. Figure 43 shows digital
images of 33A at various stages though the absorption process with time progressing
from left to right. Initially the samples were rigid and rectangular in shape with a 1.5 mm
thickness and 5 mm width. As the sample approached 20% absorption, crazing and
surface defects became apparent and the samples began to warp. When the MEK
absorption level reached approximately 27%, the crazing began to dissipate and only
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small surface defects were present as is the case in Figure 43 C. By the time the sample
had fully equilibrated, the sample was visibly swollen and slightly bowed; however, all
crazing had been eliminated and had returned to a regular appearance. This behavior was
consistent with all samples which absorbed MEK with the exception of 44A academically
cured. 44A never showed any signs of crazing through the entire absorption process. It
is believed that since 44A is the only sample with Vh greater than vdW of MEK, less
stress was developed as a result of the transport process. In all other cases, the hole-size
was slightly smaller than the vdW. The gradient driving force was still high enough to
drive the molecules through the smaller holes; however, additional chain rearrangement
was required since the hole was not large enough to accommodate the molecule in its
original form. This chain movement put additional strain on the sample resulting in
crazing. As the material became fully plasticized, the strained segments were allowed to
relax and the crazes were no longer present.

Figure 43. Sample condition throughout MEK soak process from virgin on the left to
fully equilibrated on the right.
Similar to water, absorption rates of organic penetrants were governed by
network hole-size free volumes in the glassy state but displayed linear absorptions
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compared to the exponential decay Fickian behavior of water. The transport behavior for
a broad range of organic solvents into glassy polymer networks was studied and
consistently observed hole-size free volume as the dominant factor controlling uptake.
Although more quantitative arguments will be provided later in this discussion, it is
instructive at this point to provide a universal comparison of data, which describes our
general observations between penetrant volume and glassy network average hole-size.
Figure 44 compares solvent uptake data for a range of solvents ingressing within a series
of well-controlled network architectures based upon DGEBA and DGEBF epoxy
chemistries cured with 3,3’- or 4,4’-DDS. This combination of chemistries provided a
range of measured average hole-sizes in the glassy polymer networks while maintaining
relatively similar chemical architectures (Table 10). In every case, as the penetrant size
approached, or was larger than the average hole-size, uptake kinetics dramatically
decreased. In contrast, if the penetrant size was smaller than the average hole-size, a more
rapid uptake behavior was observed.
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Figure 44. Correlation of free volume hole-size and penetrant vdW volume.
Table 10. Solvent van der Waals Volume and Network Vh
Penetrant
Solvent
vdW Volume
(Ǻ3)
Methanol
37
Acetonitrile
46
Acetone
65
THF
77
MEK
81
1-butanol
88

Free Volume
Network Vh (Ǻ3)
44A
33A
44F
33F
44TG

82
77
76
67
59

Figure 45 shows the 3-week absorption data for 44TG, 44A and 33F in seven
polar solvents of various penetrant molecule sizes. These three networks were chosen in
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this example for their measured variations in Vh. Mass uptake was plotted against
penetrant van der Waals volume and each polymer was soaked in the various solvents for
22 days. The vertical dashed lines represent the average hole-size free volume for each
network as measured by PALS. The 44TG network exhibited the lowest Vh of 59 Ǻ3 and
only allowed absorption of water, methanol and acetonitrile, which all have smaller vdW
than 59 Ǻ3. Solvents above this size did not absorb into the resin after 22 days. As the
Vh of the network increased, larger solvent molecules were able to ingress into the
polymer as evidenced by the absorption behaviors of 33F and 44A. As a general trend, as
penetrant size deviated progressively smaller from Vh, total mass uptake continued to
increase, supporting that a larger average hole-size increased the probability that the free
volume is interconnected, resulting in a less tortuous path and a higher diffusivity.
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Figure 45. 22 day uptake data for 33F, 44A and 44TG.
MEK was chosen to further study the relationship of free volume to penetrant size
since its van der Waals volume of 81.5 Å3 falls within the range of average free volume
hole-sizes for 44A and 33A, or 82 Å3 and 77 Å3, respectively. Figure 46 exhibits MEK
absorption and depicts linear uptake in 33A and 44A until equilibrium is reached around
30 wt%. The differences in average hole-size become apparent through changes in
uptake kinetics as 44A equilibrates around 2000h compared 6000h for 33A. Smaller
average hole-sizes appear to restrict transport through a blocking mechanism that
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prevents penetrant ingress. The average hole-size factor we have observed to govern
transport in glassy polymer networks is analogous to geometrical impedance diffusivities
and crystallite blocking factors reported for semi-crystalline polymers.109,110 As a result,
44A shows increased penetration due to a larger average hole-size, which created a
statistically higher probability MEK would transport. To further clarify the relationship
between penetrant size and glassy network average hole-size, MEK transport was
included for 44TG in Figure 46, which has an average hole-size of 59 Å3. In this case,
even after >7000 hours of MEK immersion, no measurable uptake of MEK was
observed. This epoxy network clearly shows the restriction blocking behavior for MEK
attributed to the smaller average hole-size for this glassy network polymer.

In addition,

the 44TG-MEK result suggests the distribution in hole-sizes for the network is narrow
since an appreciative concentration of holes greater than the vdW size of MEK would
lead to swelling and measurable weight gain.
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Figure 46. Comparison of di-functional MEK uptake to multi-functional uptake.
Figure 47 shows the MEK uptake of additional multi-functional resins as a
function of time. These were measured to confirm the restricted uptake was a function of
small hole size and not inherent to the 44-721 chemistry. As is clear in the figure, no
uptake occurred after 5000 hours, which confirms that solvent absorption is highly
dependent upon the ratio of solvent size to Vh.
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Figure 47. MEK uptake curves for multi-functional resins.
Solvent Equilibration
A trend was observed in the MEK uptake curves of resins that reached saturation
equilibrium where constant linear uptake predicated a plateau near 30%. These samples
include 44A at 29.80%, 33A at 30.26% and 44A-I at 28%. The 30 % plateau of both 44A
and 33A indicate a saturation point is shared between resins. A calculation was
conducted to compare moles of absorbed solvent to moles of possible binding sites within
the polymer. The following equation was used to determine moles of solvent.
(

)

Equation 11
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Where ms is the saturated mass, md is the dry mass, and Mw is the molecular weight of the
solvent.
Equation 12
where f is the weight fraction of the contributing species and n is the functionality.
Table 11 shows results of 44A soaked in a given solvent until equilibrium. A
correlation between hydroxyl groups and solvent seems to exist and is most prevalent in
the MEK sample where there is an exact match. MEK absorption in 44A levels off at
30% which equates to 1.25 x 10-3 moles of solvent in this sample. Moles of hydroxyl
groups were calculated using mass fraction of each component and assuming complete
conversion of epoxide groups. This 1:1 correlation between MEK molecules and
hydroxyl groups explains why the uptake levels off as all hydroxyl groups become
saturated with binding MEK molecules. MEK has shown the ability to traverse the
epoxy resin and create volume for itself which suggests that all hydroxyls would be
accessible as chains are plasticized and rearranged.
Table 11. 44A Solvent Absorb Moles Compared to Moles of Chemical Moieties
Solvent

vdW volume

Acetonitrile
THF
Acetone
Methanol
MEK
Water

Å3
45.7
77.4
64.9
36.8
81.5
19.5

Absorbed
Mass
(%)
20.13
33.36
26.17
19.60
29.80
3.85

Solvent
moles
(*10-3)
1.41
1.44
1.16
2.00
1.25
0.72

-OH
moles
(*10-3)
1.18
1.28
1.06
1.35
1.25
1.36

-NR3
moles
(*10-3)
0.60
0.65
0.54
0.68
0.54
0.67

-O=S=Omoles
(*10-3)
0.30
0.38
1.08
0.34
0.27
0.34
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The hydroxyl saturation argument is supported by the 33A sample leveling off at
30.26%. Since 33A and 44A are isomers of each other, they theoretically have the same
ratio of hydroxyl groups present in the resin and should saturate at the same mass uptake,
which they do at approximately 30%. 44A-I shows a slight reduction in MEK uptake,
equilibrating at 28%, which is a 2% reduction from the academic cured sample. Near-IR
results have shown a reduction in conversion, switching to the industrial cure, which
would indicate a smaller population of hydroxyl groups and conversely a smaller MEK
uptake equilibrium.
Although 33A and 44A have different average hole-sizes and MEK uptake
kinetics, both network isomers appear to equilibrate at the same level, around 30 wt%,
which confirms the chemical environments for the isomer networks are the same. This
result suggests that regardless of average hole-size, both plasticized networks have
similar morphologies expected for isomers in the rubbery state. As MEK ingressed
through free volume of appropriate hole-sizes, the glassy polymer networks began to
swell through increased local chain mobilities, leading to plasticization and expansion.
Network connectivity lead to an increase in local cooperative motions and created a
boundary between rubbery and glassy domains, resulting in a migration of free volume at
the interphase, which propagated transport. This diffusion behavior caused a moving
flow front similar to that described for Case II diffusion.80 The overall results were
steady flow fronts, which migrated through the samples from exposed surfaces, leading to
distinct regions of rubbery and glassy domains until reaching the fully saturated rubbery
states.
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Thermo-Mechanical Response
Figure 10 shows DMA curves of 44A exposed to MEK for 0h, 960h and 2376h.
The 0h network shows a single sharp Tan-δ peak with a Tg of 223 °C. After 960h of
MEK exposure, a second broad Tan- δ peak centered around 110 °C is evident and
associated with the plasticized portion of the network. The original Tan- δ peak is
diminished at 223 °C but still evident and attributed to the unperturbed fraction. After
2376h of exposure, the sample was fully saturated, and the Tan- δ shifted to a single
broad peak centered at 70 °C, which remained unchanged after additional exposure. In
contrast to the exposure behavior observed for water ingress, the mechanical storage
modulus data displayed a substantial reduction in room-temperature moduli and much
lower values upon equilibration demonstrating MEK plasticization of the networks.
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Figure 48. DMA tan- δ curve of 44A soaked at 0h, 912h and 2376h.
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Figure 49. DMA E’ curve of 44A soaked at 0h, 912h and 2376h.
Figure 50 depicts sub-Tg transitions for 33A fully equilibrated with water and
MEK (over 10,000h exposure). MEK clearly displayed a higher plasticization of the
network through increased local network chain motions during room temperature
transport, leading to an ultimate solvent uptake at around 30 wt%. These motions control
the dilational expansion of the network, creating additional free volume and increased
uptake. The unexposed glassy network polymer displayed two broad sub-Tg transitions
centered around -50 °C and 50 °C. The plasticization effects of MEK ingress resulted in
the Tg shifting to 62 °C and sub-Tg transitions below -100 °C. In contrast to MEK, the
equilibrated absorption of water (~3 wt%) had a minor effect on the sub-Tg motions and
a substantially lower plasticization effect as discussed above.
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Figure 50. Sub Tg motions of MEK and water soaked 33A samples.
This chapter has focused on mainly on the size ratio between ingressing molecule
and hole-size of glassy polymer specifically for case II diffusion environments.
However, the size ratio also appears to govern the observed diffusion behavior. Figure
51 shows the uptake behavior of water (18.0 Å3), methanol (36.8 Å3) and MEK (81.5 Å3)
into 44A. Magnitude of water uptake is plotted on the left y-axis while magnitude of
solvent uptake is plotted on the right y-axis allowing for comparison of rates.
Investigation of the figure shows Fickian diffusion to be much faster than case II by
comparing the water and MEK uptake curves. Hui et al. explained case II diffusion as a
Fickian flow front preceding a constant slow moving front.81,82 Figure 51 suggests a
continuum exists between Fickian and case II diffusion. Water, the smallest possible
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room temperature liquid, is predominately Fickain while MEK, largest polar solvent to
ingress into 44A is predominately case II. It is likely both types of behavior are apparent
in all diffusing systems where the dominate behavior is determined by the size.
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Figure 51. Comparison of uptake rates of different size solvents in 44A.
Methanol is an interesting case because its behavior seems to justify the
continuum argument. It is small compared to the hole size of 44A (82 Å3) but still
several times larger than gas molecules, which exhibit Fickian behavior. The curve shape
is actually a composite between the exponential decay of Fickain and the strictly linear
behavior in case II diffusion. A fast initial rate is followed by a linear steady state until
reaching equilibrium. It also shows the ability to expand the material to allow for the
steady state by showing a mass increase of 19%. The behavior suggests the absorption
mechanism is not dominated by a single pathway. Figure 52 expands on the Hui et al.
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model to include three cases. Water behavior where the vdW of ingressing molecule is
much smaller than the Vh is on the left; methanol behavior where vdW is smaller than Vh
is in the center while MEK behavior where the vdW is approximately equal to Vh is on
the right. The relative ratio of Fickain to case II behavior can be observed in the figure.

Figure 52. Ingress behavior with increasing molecule size.
Summary
Glassy polymer network isomers with well-controlled morphological variations
were used to study the relationship between hole-size free volume and fluid transport.
The free volume average hole-size was varied in epoxy networks by curing with the
aromatic amine isomers, 3,3’ and 4,4’ DDS, and by varying the cure schedule. The
amine isomer substitution was useful to alter reaction kinetics and produce inherently
different network architectures and packing densities while keeping the chemical
compositions and polarities of the network identical. This approach allowed us to study
morphological contributions with uptake behavior. Fluid uptake kinetics were shown to
have a strong dependence upon hole-size free volume for glassy polymer networks. In
cases where the ingressing solvent was small compared to the average hole size, transport
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was facilitated by providing a direct interconnected pathway and rapid ingress. As the
ingressing solvent approached the average hole-size, the glassy polymer networks
showed significantly lower uptake kinetics. When the ingressing solvent was
significantly larger than the average hole-size, we did not detect appreciable solvent
uptake suggesting a blocking mechanism dominated ingress behavior and prevented
penetrant ingress. These results suggest that reducing the free volume hole-size is a
reasonable approach to control solvent properties for glassy polymer networks.
A continuum also appears to exist between Fickian and case II diffusion
mechanisms where it is likely that all diffusion is a composite of each technique. The
Fickian rate is faster and dependent upon solvent molecules at the leading edge finding
available free volume to diffuse into while the case II rate is slower and depends heavily
upon molecular motions for transport and is, therefore, restricted to the time-scale of
these motions.
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CHAPTER V
DIGITAL IMAGE CORRELATION INVESTIGATION OF SOLVENT INGRESS
THROUGH GLASSY EPOXY NETWORK
Objective
This chapter utilized digital image correlation techniques to measure case II
diffusion flow fronts within glassy polymer networks and quantified the resulting
complex strain environments associated with solvent penetration. Based upon a broad
combination of glassy polymer network and solvent experiments studied in our labs, two
glassy epoxy network chemistries were chosen, which displayed vastly different MEK
transport kinetics for demonstrating these measurements. DGEBA cured with 4,4’ DDS
(sample identified as 44A) displays a relatively slow MEK uptake response while
DGEBM cured with APB 133 (sample identified as 133M) displays a relatively rapid
uptake response.
Introduction
Small molecule penetrations of glassy polymer networks leads to varying levels
of solvent induced plasticization, swelling, and stress cracking which reduce glass
transition temperatures and mechanical properties.111,112 Glassy polymer networks are
typically brittle polymers with a non-equilibrium state created from restricted long range
segmental motions. Short range motions create a locally dynamic environment, but a lack
of long range mobility effectively freezes free volume into the network morphology.35
As a result, glassy state free volume can be an order of magnitude smaller than the
rubbery state creating a complex diffusion environment.113,114 Transport of organic
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solvents follows case II diffusion behavior defined by a linear mass uptake with time,
resulting in a constant moving flow front, leaving an unperturbed region in the center of
the sample until equilibrium.115,116
Attempts to predict this behavior have been based upon a model introduced by
Thomas and Windle78 that has been modified to describe a dual sorption theory, which
describes case II diffusion predicated by a Fickian flow front.80 The advancing Fickian
flow front is akin to Henry like sorption where solvents propagate through the networks
and penetrate available free volume.117 Solvents plasticize local regions of the networks,
lowering the activation energy of molecular relaxations which allows for Lanmuir type
sorptions to saturate the plasticized regions. 118,119 When the Lanmuir filling behavior is
faster than the Henry propagation, the result is the presence of a steady moving front
where the rate is controlled by the ability of solvent molecules at the leading edge to
penetrate available free volume.120
Strain develops within the networks following propagation of fully developed
case II sorption fronts as the concentration of solvent increases resulting in swelling of
the host polymer.82 The swelling behavior is the direct effect of increased osmotic
pressure in the plasticized material where the increased internal pressures coupled with
the reduced modulus of plasticized polymer chains dilate in an effort to dissipate the
internal stress.83 When solvent absorption follows a case II diffusion, as is the case with
methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) absorbing into a glassy epoxy network, swelling is not
constant throughout the sample and occurs only in the presence of the solvent as the
modulus of the glassy region is high enough to resist swelling.84
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Literature precedence establishes free volume is significant for penetrant
solubility and transport, but little work has been performed to study the effect between
solvent size and free volume hole-size on strain development of a glassy cross-linked
polymer.85 Complex strain environments are created during case II diffusion where
dilational volume expansion creates tensile stresses in the plasticized regions while
swelling of the outer layers places bi-axial compressive stress on the glassy center.86
Crazing behavior observed in swollen glassy polymers has been attributed to the tensile
stresses developed during the absorption process;87 however, a model which predicts or
describes macroscopic failure in this mode does not exist.
Results and Discussion
Solvent Ingress into Glassy Networks
Figure 53 shows the uptake behavior of an organic solvent into a glassy
crosslinked polymer following case II diffusion. In this experiment, a 44A was soaked in
MEK and removed periodically for mass uptake measurements where the mass uptake
was defined as follows:
Mass Uptake = (Wt-W0)/W0 x 100

Equation 13

where Wt is the weight of the soaked specimen at time t and W0 is the weight of the dry
specimen. The absorption plot exhibits linear behavior until equilibrium is reached at
around 28wt% solvent absorption and 4700 hours. This result is typical behavior for a
broad range of organic solvent absorptions within glassy network polymers following
case II diffusion.121
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Figure 53. Mass uptake of MEK into 44A.
Figure 54 shows the changes in DMA thermo-mechanical response as the MEK
transports through 44A. The unperturbed virgin sample shows a single sharp Tan-
transition at 230°C typical of fully cured epoxy network. After 912h MEK exposure the
virgin alpha transition peak diminishes but remains centered at 230°C while an additional
broad peak attributed to the plasticized epoxy begins to grow centered at 100°C. As the
flow front progresses, the virgin Tg peak continues to diminish while the plasticized Tg
peak continues to increases proportional to MEK concentration.
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Figure 54. DMA plots of 44A-MEK Tan- (A) and E’ (B).
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Figure 54B shows the mechanical deterioration that occurs as MEK ingresses
through the sample. The room temperature glassy modulus remains unchanged until the
2376h soak where a portion of the tan delta curve had fallen below 50°C allowing for
long range motions to occur at room temperature, lowering its elastic response. The
plasticized and unplasticized regions are easily identifiable in the 912h sample due to the
appearance of two glassy plateaus. Initially the sample is below the Tg of both regions
and acts as a homogenous glassy polymer with modulus comparable to the virgin sample.
As the 912h sample is heated, a drop in modulus is observed associated with the sample
going through the plasticized Tg followed by another plateau associated with the modulus
of the virgin unplasticized material. As the flow front progresses into the sample, the
cross sectional area of non-penetrated material is reduced, resulting in a lower calculated
modulus as the cross sectional area no longer represents the test specimen. As
temperature is further increased, another transition is observed as the sample progresses
through glass transition of the virgin material and the modulus again drops. Above this
transition, all MEK is removed, and the rubbery moduli is equal to the virgin sample. As
exposure time increases, this behavior is magnified until the sample reaches full
saturation, the flow fronts meet in the center of the sample, and a single equilibrated
plasticized material remains.
In an effort to enhance our understanding of the absorption behavior, we
developed digital image correlation techniques to quantify the flow of MEK through the
glassy network. Figure 55 shows the progression of major strain developed within the
sample during absorption where the images correspond directly to the uptake curve in
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Figure 53. The zero hour image depicts the sample immediately after immersion in
solvent and was established as the initial 0 strain condition. Blue represents the nonstrained areas while red indicates high amounts of strain. As MEK transported into the
sample, solvent-induced swelling resulted in straining of the local regions. Strain or
deviation from initial coordinates could then be measured with DIC. Solvent flow front
was tracked with high accuracy in real-time without the use of tracer molecules or
cumbersome analytical techniques. Figure 55 shows the development of the flow front
and presence of an unperturbed region at the center, which elucidates case II diffusion
behavior.

Figure 55. DIC image of advancing flow front.
Flow front is not initially visible at the top of the sample due to the proximity of
the capture area to the actual sample edge, as seen in Figure 15. After 1500 hours (Image
4), 10% MEK has absorbed and resides almost exclusively on the outer edges of the
sample while the center is left unstrained, reflecting discontinuous swelling. Image 5 in
Figure 55 shows the first appearance of the flow front progressing from the top of the
sample. Figure 56 shows a schematic where the unplasticized region in gray remains
through the MEK exposure until the flow front converges in the center. The modulus of
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this center region remains high and prevents a significant amount of swelling in the zdirection, which explains why the strain is seen progressing mainly in the x-direction.

Figure 56. Schematic of three dimensional MEK ingress.
Black vectors are used in the DIC images in Figure 57 where the length and
direction of the vector represent swelling respective to the origin, which is located at the
centroid of the sample. Vector directions at the edge of the sample point away from the
origin, indicating swelling created a volume expansion dilatational strain in the
plasticized region. The vectors are not consistent through the plasticized region and
diminish at the flow front due to the unplasticized material in the center restricting
expansion. The dilatational swelling places compressive stress on the center region as the
flow front progresses from all sides, creating a complex strain environment through the
sample.
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Figure 57. Vectors representing swelling due to MEK absorption.
Figure 58 shows the corresponding major strain component at each point along
the cross section of the sample where each line represents a different soak time. The
image on the right represents the Aramis uptake image, corresponding to curve number 4
in the major strain vs. section length plot on the left. The location of the section line for
all samples is represented on the right image. The initial non-strained sample is not
represented in Figure 58 due to the large amount of noise associated with the unstrained
sample. All depicted curves are numbered and correspond to the advancing flow front
images in Figure 55. As the flow front progresses and strain increases on the edges, the
strain in the center remains low until the flow fronts converge, creating a high strain
throughout the sample. At the point of convergence, the strain in the center increases
rapidly while the strain on the edges decreases to create a more uniform strain
environment throughout the sample. The decrease in strain is likely due to relieving the
compressive stress as the entirety of the sample becomes plasticized. The result is a more
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homogeneous network structure as the unperturbed center region is finally exposed to the
ingressing solvent. At this point, the strain is distributed uniformly though the sample,
which allows for relaxation to occur on the highly strained edges.

Figure 58. Cross sectional strain developed across the sample at increasing times. Red
line corresponds to the strain environment depicted on the right where the black line
represents the location of the section.
Development of Strain and Macroscopic Failure
Figure 59 tracks the strain at different points across the sample as a function of
uptake time where each line corresponds to a different distance from the center. The
exact location of each point is overlaid on an image of the sample where the left-most
line tracks strain at the edge of the capture volume and the right-most line tracks the
strain in the center and all other lines fall between the two extremes. A dynamic strain
environment is created as the flow front advances through the sample and a constant
strain gradient is formed from the center to the edge. Even after the flow front has
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reached the center, a gradient still exists between the edges and the center as swelling
through the sample is not uniform.

Figure 59. Development of strain at different stage points across the sample (left) and
location of stage points (right).
As solvent infiltrates the free volume of the glassy network, activation energies of
local motions decrease and micro-environments are created where the material is in the
rubbery state and the free volume is increased providing room for additional solvent. As
solvent continues to absorb, the sample swells to accommodate the added volume.
Saturation is reached once the network is in an extended state and no additional solvent
can fit into the system until the front is propagated further into the material.
Figure 60 reveals the strain environments developed in 44A as a result of MEK
absorption. Figure 60 A shows the overlaid strain map taken at the time of maximum
strain differential (

), which is defined as:
Equation 14
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where

is the strain in the swollen outer region and

is the strain in the center

unperturbed region. Figure 60 B shows the strain map with iso-lines and indicates the
location of the stage points. Figure 60 C tracks

by plotting the strain developed as a

function of time at the two stage points where one is located on the high strained edge
and the other is located in the low strained center.

Figure 60. Strain variations between plasticized and non plasticized regions for 44A.
Figure 61 illustrates the strain environment of 133M as a result of MEK
absorption and shows noticeable differences from the 44A sample. The 133M image was
taken after 24 hours of submersion and macroscopic failure can already be observed at
the bottom of the sample as

approaches 25%. The strain differential of 44A for

comparison is reached after 1500 hours and only approaches 12%. 133M shows rapid
macroscopic failure while the 44A shows swelling without failure, both in the presence of
MEK.
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Figure 61. Strain variations between plasticized and non plasticized regions for 133M.
Through observations from experiments in this lab, the relationship between
molar volumes of the solvent and hole-size free volume have been found to be important
in determining the crazing behavior and macroscopic failure of crosslinked glassy
polymers. In the case of liquid transport though glassy networks we have observed three
possible scenarios: the average hole size free volume is smaller than the molar volume of
the solvent; the average hole size free volume is of the same size scale as the molar
volume of the solvent; and the average hole size free volume is larger than the molar
volume of the solvent.
In scenario 1, the unplasticized regions are unable to withstand the high stresses
caused by the solvent molecules, creating volume ahead of the flow front in the glassy
polymer. This rapid increase in local volume is unable to be dissipated by the molecular
motions of the glassy molecules, and small scale crazing is initiated in these regions.
In scenario 2, solvent progresses ahead of the flow front without creating
additional volume. Here, uptake behavior occurs faster than scenario 1, and crazing does
not occur as local glassy state volume expansion is unnecessary ahead of the flow front
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for inward propagation. The 44A images in Figure 60 show swelling favored over failure
as strain in any region never exceeds 15%.
Scenario 3 presents the possibility for macroscopic failure as the solvent enters
the system rapidly, which causes swelling of the plasticized region. The free volume in
these systems is large enough that the rate of ingress is no longer restricted by a physical
barrier. The result of the rapid swelling is high strain rate expansion, which causes brittle
failure, even in the highly plasticized region. Figure 62 shows the development of strain
in both 44A and 133M epoxy resins where the steady state strain is plotted on a common
x-axis for comparison. The strain develops so rapidly that the time scale of expansion is
faster than molecular motions can account for resulting in brittle failure.

Figure 62. Comparison of steady state strain rates of 44A and 133M epoxies.
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Desorption and Property Recovery
Property recovery is the extent to which virgin properties are realized after solvent
has been driven out of the system and can occur in systems, which resist macroscopic
failure. Figure 63 shows the ARAMIS strain recovery of a fully equilibrated 44A sample
during the desorption process at various temperatures, including room temperature, above
the boiling point of the solvent, 20 degrees below the glass transition temperature and
above the glass transition temperature. The strain reported in the image is the major
strain averaged across the entire sample where each line corresponds to the stage points
outlined in Figure 59.

Figure 63. Strain recovery epoxy during desorption at various temperatures.
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At room temperature 40% of the swelling strain is recovered as all labile MEK
evaporates from the system. Unlike the absorption process which progressed through a
sharp front, desorption occurs equally across the sample and can be confirmed by the
center stage point in Figure 63 where the center of the sample recovers strain at the same
rate and magnitude as the outer stage points. Once the temperature is raised above the
boiling point of MEK, the strains converge, and the sample again becomes homogeneous
as an additional 25% of the total strain is recovered. Tg-20 was chosen as the next
isothermal temperature because it is the theoretical temperature at which amorphous
glasses recover all elastic and anelastic strain. If all solvent had been removed from the
system, the strain at this temperature should be fully recovered and return to zero;
however, the system remains at 2% strain indicating residual solvent remains. Once the
temperature was raised above the Tg, initial desorption was observed; however, at
prolonged periods above the Tg, the sample began to darken and the contrast was lost
between the sample and the speckle pattern making measurements no longer possible.
Figure 64 tracks the thermo-mechanical properties at different stages of the
absorption/desorption process. A clear progression toward higher modulus and higher Tg
is observed as the solvent is driven out of the system. The outer left E’ and tan delta
curve are associated with the fully soaked MEK equilibrated sample. Figure 54 showed
that only a single peak is observed once the sample had reached a fully saturated state.
At this point, the material is completely plasticized as the room temperature modulus had
fallen to 1200 MPa and the glass transition temperature had been reduced to 62 oC. A
fully saturated sample was then left in ambient conditions to track all recoverable
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properties at room temperature. The modulus of this sample increased considerably to
2000 MPa at room temperature, and the glass transition temperature was raised to 92 oC
where both values are an improvement over fully soaked samples but still far from virgin
properties. Another sample was allowed to recover at 85 oC, slightly above the boiling
point of MEK. At this point, the modulus is nearly fully recovered, and the tan delta peak
begins to take its normal bell shaped distribution; however, the glass transition
temperature has still only recovered to 130 oC. The final recovery sample was placed in a
vacuum oven at 200 oC, above its Tg, removing all solvent from the system. A virgin
unsoaked sample was also placed in the vacuum oven at identical conditions to offset any
thermal aging effects that could have caused an erroneous comparison.
The comparison of the thermo-mechanical properties of these two samples helps
to identify any permanent changes that may have occurred within the system during the
soaking and drying period and determine whether all properties can be recovered upon
removal of solvent. Investigation of Figure 64 shows that the MEK-recovered sample
exhibits a lower glass transition temperature and a higher modulus. Both of these
property alterations are consistent with a reduction of free volume within the system or
densification. Figure 58 showed a relaxation that occurred across the sample as the flow
front converged in the center. It is believed that this relaxation relieved all processing
stresses and all remaining strain to be associated with the swelling phenomena. As MEK
is desorbed from the system, the polymer chains are allowed to relax in a more favorable
relaxed morphology. Upon complete removable of solvent, the network conforms to the
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lowest energy annealed state resulting in a higher density, lower glass transition
temperature and higher modulus.

Figure 64. DMA plot comparing E’ and tan delta through recovery of thermo-mechanical
properties as solvent is removed from the system where E’ is plotted as the dashed lines
and tan delta as the solid lines.
Summary
Digital image correlation was used to track the case II diffusion of MEK through
glassy epoxy networks. The steady moving flow front created an environment where a
highly plasticized region surrounded an unperturbed virgin core. Swelling in the
plasticized region created a unique stress environment where compressive stress was
placed on the center of the sample while the plasticized outer regions experienced a
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tensile stress due to dilatational swelling. Solvent induced failure occurred in glassy
networks when the rate of swelling was high enough to create brittle failure in the resin.
The addition of the methylene and meta-substituted phenyl groups, which helped to
increase the distortional ability also increased the rate
Upon removal of solvent from the system, the free volume collapses, resulting in
a densification of the system, which is exemplified by a reduction in Tg and increase in
modulus once all solvent has been removed. The introduction of solvent reduces the
activation energy for long range motion, allowing for facile movement of chains. As
solvent continues to ingress, the molecules reorient into an extended form during
swelling. During the desorption process the molecules slowly relax into low energy
conformations. Since this process is slower than cooling, the chains have more time to
relax and result in less frozen in free volume.
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CHAPTER VI
MOLECULAR SIMULATION PREDICTION OF FLUID INGRESS THROUGH
GLASSY EPOXY NETWORKS
Objective
The purpose of this work was to develop a novel simulation technique to provide
a quantitative comparison of fluid resistance of cross-linked network polymers. Ideally
the technique will be applied to new matrix chemistries to assess potential harmful
solvents. In this chapter, the new technique will be outlined as will the simulated results
of a baseline 44A resins where the fluid resistance is known.
Experimental
The computations for this work were performed on an in-house, 96-core,
computational Linux cluster running Materials Studio 5.0 software from Accelrys Inc.
The proprietary COMPASS forcefield was used in the calculation of all energies and
forces. Group based cutoffs were used based on user assigned charge groups and the
“Medium” quality setting. The quality of the simulation is determined by four
parameters: cutoff distance, spline width, buffer width, and relative dielectric. The cutoff
distance determines the distance at which the nonbond forces (van der Waals and
Coulombic interactions) will be included in the summation. The spline width specifies
the size of the region within which non-bond interactions are splined from their full value
to zero. The buffer width defines the distance beyond cutoff at which non-bond
interactions are zero.122 Finally, the dielectric constant is adjusted relative to the
permitivity of free space. The “Medium” quality summation sets the cutoff distance at
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9.50Å, the spline width at 1.00Å, the buffer width at 0.50Å, and the relative dielectric at
1.00.
Molecular Dynamics Polymer Build Procedure
The molecules analyzed were built utilizing Material Studio’s Dendrimer
function. In this module, epoxy and amine monomers are assigned as either a Seed or a
Structure. The Seed molecules are essentially the initiators and become the center of the
dendrimer. The tetra-functional amines were chosen as Seed molecules because they
allow for the dendrimer to diverge sooner than the di-functional epoxy molecules. An
example 3,3’ DDS Seed molecule is displayed in Figure 65 where yellow cages represent
substitution locations, or “connection points.” The amine hydrogen-epoxy ring opening
reaction is included in the monomer structure to give the appearance of the linkage as it
would appear in the cured polymer and not representative of the individual monomer.
For example, the primary amine is modeled with additional methylene groups that are
associated with the epoxide ring. The connection points represent the location where the
epoxy group will be joined to the amine and are deleted upon addition of the epoxide to
maintain charge neutrality.
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Figure 65. 3,3’ DDS amine Seed with additional methylene groups and connection
points.
Epoxy Structure molecules are then added as the first generation to which amine
Structure molecules are added as the second generation. Figure 66 shows the Structure
files of the epoxy (left) and amine (right) where the blue spheres represent the head atom
or where the new molecule will attach to the connection points of the dendrimer. Figure
66 also shows the simulated epoxy structure where the ring has been opened and a carbon
has been transferred to the amine. This generation process was repeated until the atom
count in the system was between 2000-3000 atoms where care was taken in the final
generation steps to ensure a 1:1 stoichiometry between epoxide and reactive hydrogen.
Additionally, in order to save computing time and ensure that dipoles are not broken at
the summation cutoff, the calculations are completed using group based cutoffs instead of
atom based cutoffs, meaning the software will not consider each atom individually when
performing calculations. Instead, groups of bonded atoms with a net charge of 0 will be
assigned as charge groups, and MD calculations will be performed considering these
charge groups.
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Figure 66. Epoxy and amine Structure files. Blue spheres represent attach points while
yellow spheres represent connection points.
Figure 67 shows a third generation dendrimer where the amine Seed is
highlighted in yellow. To obtain desired number of atoms in the simulation 5-6
generations are typically used. Once the dendrimer has reached the appropriate size, it is
placed within a periodic cell.

Figure 67. 3rd generation dendrimer (515 atoms) where Seed is highlighted in yellow.
The periodic Amorphous Cell is necessary to overcome the problem of surface
effects. Periodic boundary conditions define a quantity of material in three dimensional
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space. As atoms move and leave that space, they reappear on the opposite side.123 The
amorphous cell construction function is used to place a single dendrimer into 10 separate
amorphous cells at a temperature of 298K. The density of the amorphous cell is ramped
at 0.01g/cc to reach a final density of 0.4 g/cc. To optimize geometry and configuration
of the amorphous cell, the maximum number of lookahead bonds (6) and lookahead
configurations (48) are used while ring catenations and spearing are identified and
removed from the system. Of the 10 returned amorphous cells, the three lowest energy
cells were chosen for further analysis.
Since the density of 0.4 g/cc does not accurately represent an actual epoxy
network, a series of rigorous minimization and equilibration steps were performed on the
cells to increase the density of the system. An equilibration script was run in discover
with the sequence as follows, used with Andersen thermostat and Andersen barostat:124
1) 650 K NVT 50,000 timesteps
2) 650 K NPT @ 0.1 GPa 50,000 timesteps
3) 500 K NVT 50,000 timesteps
4) 500 K NPT @ 0.25 GPa 50,000 timesteps
5) 450 K NVT 50,000 timesteps
6) 400 K NPT @ 0.50 GPa 50,000 timesteps
7) 300 K NVT 50,000 timesteps
8) 300 K NPT @ 0.0001 GPa 50,000 timesteps
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The equilibration sequence initiates at 650 K to impart thermal energy into the
system to facilitate motion within the polymer. As the temperature is cooled through
subsequent steps the pressure of the NPT ensembles is increased to promote higher orders
of packing. The last step at 300 K and 0.0001 GPa results in a high density relaxed cell
at atmospheric conditions which can be seen in Figure 68.

Figure 68. Epoxy amorphous cell after equilibration sequence.
Preparing the Simulation Environment
When a solvent interacts with a polymer in a real system, an interface is initially
realized as the solvent first comes into contact with the polymer. Due to the random
nature of the polymer contained within the amorphous cell it is difficult to create an
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environment in which solvent molecules can interact with the dendrimer. To remedy this
situation an interaction plane is created.
First the fully equilibrated cubic amorphous cell is compressed in the z-direction
as seen in Figure 69.

Figure 69. Amorphous cell compressed in the z-direction by 33%.
Carbon walls are then placed on either side of the dendrimer, using the layer
builder, at the spacing of the original lattice cell dimensions. The carbon walls are
comprised of sp2 hybridized carbon and were chosen for its planar geometry and little
secondary interaction potential with the polymer.
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Figure 70. Compressed polymer between carbon walls.
Once the carbon walls were placed on either side of the polymer, the equilibration
sequence was again run while constraining the coordinates of the carbon wall. By fixing
the carbon wall, the polymer is allowed to relax against the flat surface, observed in
Figure 71.
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Figure 71. Relaxed epoxy polymer with flat interaction surfaces.
At this point the same procedure is followed with the solvents of interest. The
small molecules have higher degrees of freedom resulting in faster simulation times.
Figure 72 shows the simulation environment of MEK equilibrated between two carbon
walls.

Figure 72. Equilibrated MEK cell with flat interaction surface.
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Once all components have been prepared, polymer/solvent interaction
environments were created by, again, using the layer builder and removing the center
carbon walls. An example epoxy/MEK environment is observed in Figure 73 where the
polymer is on the left and the MEK is on the right. Now a simulation environment has
been created where the solvent molecules have the highest interaction possibility with the
polymer.

Figure 73. Polymer/solvent interaction cell.
For the actual simulation, an NVT ensemble was run for 4,000,000 at 300 K
where the non-bond interaction between polymer and solvent were calculated and
summed.125
Results and Discussion
Using the method described above, polymer interaction with several different
solvents were able to be investigated. For this document,t applicability of the new
method will be demonstrated with diglycidyl either of bisphenol A (DGEBA) cured with
4,4’ DDS represented as 44A here forth. This system was chosen due to the extensive
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experimental data obtained on this system with a wide variety of solvents presented in the
previous chapters of this dissertation.
Prediction of Water Behavior
Water was shown experimentally to follow Fickian type diffusion where the
relative size of the water molecules to the free volume was so small that water was able
to traverse the entirety of the network rather quickly. It was also demonstrated that water
was not a strong plasticizing agent as it was unable to reduce the modulus to a level
which would allow the network to expand based upon osmotic pressure. This suggests
that there is not a favorable interaction between the water and the epoxy resin. Figure 74
shows the simulated interaction energy versus time plot where the interaction energy is
the sum of all the intermolecular forces between the water molecules and the epoxy
molecules. The more negative the interaction energy, the more favorable the interaction
between groups. Time zero in the plot represents the time when the carbon walls were
removed and the solvent and polymer were first allowed to interact. Initially there is a
slow decrease in energy as the molecules are allowed to relax and relieve the stresses
built up from the carbon wall. After 400,000 ps, the internal stress was relieved and the
interaction energy increases rapidly, reaching 0 after 700,000 ps. The simulation has
shown that water does not interact strongly with the epoxy network and corresponds well
with experimental results which indicated water was restricted to free volume within the
resin. Limitations in the COMPASS force-field prohibit hydrogen bonding to be
measured and quantified. Since H-bonding is likely the dominate and perhaps only
interaction between water and epoxy, the simulation shows an unfavorable interaction as
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van der Waals, and coulombic interactions are low. This supports the claim that water is
not a strong plasticizing agent.
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Figure 74. Simulated interaction energy versus time of 44A and water.
An advantage of the developed technique is that it allows for chemical
interactions to be measured and quantified by summing the interaction energy, but also
the physical interactions to be investigated through the graphical user interface (GUI).
The GUI allows the trajectories of the molecules to be tracked through the simulation
process. Figure 75 shows the graphical output of the water simulation after 50,000 ps
and 700,000 ps. After 50,000 ps the molecules have become intimately contacted as the
gap between factions has been removed. After 700,000 ps water is present throughout
the polymer network. Since actual diffusion is several orders of magnitude slower than
what was observed here, it is believed that the GUI is representing only the physical
interactions, or more simply, the water traveling through available free volume. By
coupling GUI results with the energy plot, the experimental results can be accurately
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predicted. In the case of water, the interaction is not strong but still able to be absorbed
into the glassy polymer.

50,000

700,000

Figure 75. Water polymer GUI results after 50,000 ps and 700,000 ps. The epoxy
polymer is in yellow.
Prediction of Case II Behavior
After the success of the water simulation, MEK was substituted as the fluid of
interest, and the simulation was again performed. Figure 76 plots the interaction energy
versus time step plot of 44A and MEK. Here the graph begins with an induction period
where the molecule separation exceeded the cutoff distance. As the simulation
progressed, the molecules moved closer and secondary interactions began to take place.
The interaction energy decreased rapidly until 2,000,000 ps at which point the energy
equilibrated just under -700 kcal/mol. The behavior is nearly identical to the case II
uptake behavior of MEK into 44A where a rapid linear uptake is followed by an
equilibration. It was suggested in Chapter V that the equilibration was a chemical
saturation and these simulation results seem to mirror that sentiment. Simulation
suggests the driving force for ingress is chemically motivated as the chemical interaction
between the MEK and epoxy is favorable. This favorable interaction is what allows
MEK to be an effective plasticizer of the epoxy resins and allows for swelling of the
network to occur as the osmotic pressure is enough to overcome the reduced modulus.
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Figure 76. Simulated interaction energy versus time of 44A and MEK.
Figure 77 shows the GUI output of the 44A MEK simulation. In the figure, three
simulation times where chosen to represent MEK as it progressed through the resin. At
350,000 ps, the molecules had just come in contact with each other as the interaction
energy begins to decline. After 1,250,000 ps the MEK molecules have begun to infiltrate
the network and after 3,500,000 ps the network is completely saturated. When compared
to the water simulation, MEK takes 5 times as long to reach complete saturation. This
extended time to saturation follows closely to experimental observations as the moving
flow front of case II diffusion results in slower saturation.
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Figure 77. MEK polymer GUI results after 50,000 ps and 700,000 ps. The epoxy
polymer is in yellow.
Prediction of Solvent Resistance
The final solvent investigated was triphenyl phosphate (TPP) which is a common
phosphate ester in hydraulic fluid. TPP is a large polar molecule, which exhibited no
absorption in any of the epoxy resins studied after 9000 hours. Figure 78 shows the
interaction energy as a function of time for the 44A TPP simulation. After a 1,500,000
equilibration time the interaction energy remained constant at -215 kcal/mol. The
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negative interaction energy indicates a favorable chemical attraction between the solvent
and polymer which would be expected for a polar aromatic solvent.
Interface Energy table for run DBPP_Dendrimer3 Coating-Substrate Energy
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Figure 78. Simulated interaction energy versus time of 44A and Triphenyl Phosphate.
Figure 79 is the GUI representation of 44A and TPP after 3,500,000 ps. Here,
although a favorable interaction between solvent and polymer, there is no mixing after
extended simulation times. The large size of the TPP molecule prevents any diffusion
through the polymer, which corresponds well with experimental observations.

3,500,000
Figure 79. MEK polymer GUI results after 50,000 ps and 700,000 ps. The epoxy
polymer is in yellow.
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The above simulations present three different scenarios, which were analyzed
experimentally in Chapters V and VI. When the ingressing solvent is much smaller than
the accessible free volume, as is the case of water; when the ingressing solvent is of the
same size scale, as the free volume, as is the case with MEK; and finally, when the
solvent is much larger than the free volume hole size observed with TPP. All three
scenarios were accurately simulated and matched well with experimental results
presented in this dissertation.
Free Volume Prediction
Much of the above work has shown a strong dependence upon free volume for
liquid transport through a glassy network polymer. The ability to quickly and accurately
predict the free volume properties of a polymer would allow for a qualitative assessment
of its solvent resistance properties. Molecular simulations have become a great tool for
predicting mechanical properties for epoxy networks and can likewise be used to predict
the free volume properties. For this work the free volume properties of each resin was
predicted using the molecular dynamic software Materials Studio by Accelrys. Ten
simulation cells were built for both 33F and 44A resins in an identical manner in an
attempt to predict the differences in free volume between the two chemically similar
samples. Four di-functional epoxies were attached to a center four-functional amine
seed. From here a diverging dendrimer was built taking precaution to keep full
stoiciometry and an atom count around 5000. The dendrimer was then placed in a
periodic cell and subjected to several energy minimization and annealing cycles. Once a
minimized cell is achieved, a 1 Å radius probe (size of a positron) calculates the free
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volume between the molecules within the periodic cell through the use of the Atoms,
Volumes and Surfaces tool in Materials Studio. Figure 80 shows the visual results of the
free volume simulation. From the image it is clear that the simulation accurately
predicted the 44A sample to have both higher hole-size free volume and higher fractional
free volume, indicating that simulation can accurately predict trends in free volume
between similar materials. This technique would provide rapid quantitative moisture
uptake predictions on glassy network polymers.

F 33

A 44

Figure 80. Free volume simulation results of 33F (top) and 44A (bottom) showing
minimized periodic cell (left) and free volume within same cell (right)
Table 12 highlights the results from the free volume simulation. When comparing
the simulation results to experimental results, the trend is maintained showing 33F
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occupying a lower free volume than 44A. While the absolute values do not match with
experimental, this tool proves accurate in predicting changes in free volume with slight
changes in the network architecture. Differences arise in simulation due to lack of
environmental effect, such as large amounts of free volume being locked in when
transitioning from the rubbery state to the glassy state. Simulation removes these effects
and efficiently packs molecules based upon intermolecular interactions as more efficient
packing leads to a reduction in free volume.
Table 12. Free Volume Simulation Results
Sample
33F
44A

Free volume (%)
0.53
0.78

Atoms
4760
5756

Density
1.23
1.20
Summary

A new simulation method was developed within Material Studio software to
predict the fluid susceptibility of glassy epoxy polymer networks with strong correlation
to experimental observations. The new method involved using sp2 hybridized carbon
sheets to create a flat interaction surface between polymer and solvent. This allowed for
the interaction surface to be maximized without forcing mixing. The chemical
interaction component of solvent ingress was measured by summing all of the
intermolecular forces between solvent and polymer. The physical interaction was
quantified by observing the graphical output, which tracked the trajectories of the
individual atoms where diffusion occurred when the solvent molecule could enter the free
volume of the sample. Water molecules showed rapid diffusion with low chemical
affinity toward the epoxy polymer. MEK had a strong chemical interaction with the
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polymer and observable diffusion after extended times. TPP showed reasonable chemical
affinity, however, was never able to penetrate the polymer, even after 3,500,000 ps. All
results matched well with experiment.
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CHAPTER VII
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION AND SYNTHETIC
EXPERIMENTATION RESULTS FOR A NOVEL TRIPHENYLAMINO TRIAZINE
COMPOSITE MATRIX
Objective
The incorporation of triazine rings into thermosetting polymers provides an
opportunity to improve thermo-mechanical properties for polymer matrix composite
resins. The triazine ring is traditionally integrated into glassy network matrices through
cyclo addition curing reactions of cyanate ester trimerization into triazine rings which
become crosslink hubs of high-temperature glassy networks. Molecular dynamics
modeling techniques were used to simulate thermo-mechanical properties of an epoxy
network cured with a novel triazine based aromatic amine curative. Based upon favorable
network thermo-mechanical property predictions for these network simulations, the
curative was synthesized and evaluated DGEBA based networks thermal and physical
properties.
Introduction
High performance materials are defined by their high strength, low weight, and
heat resistance with epoxies currently comprising around 80% of the market. Epoxies
owe their popularity to a wide processing window, ease of handling and broad base of
commercial systems. Epoxies are limited however in their ability to maintain physical
properties at elevated temperatures above 200 °C.126 The high temperature composite
matrix arena is often includes networks that incorporate imides, cyanate esters, and
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phthalonitriles moieties, which share a common trait of incorporating thermally stable
heterocyclic rings into the backbones of the polymers. Although desirable thermally,
these materials are not extensively used due to their high price and their difficulty in
processing. Methods for incorporating features of high performance materials into
epoxies, such as the triazine ring, provide an opportunity to enhance thermal and
mechanical properties while balancing cost and processing.127,128,129
The triazine structure is a 6-membered aromatic heterocyclic ring with alternating
carbon and nitrogen atoms. The structure has shown great synthetic versatility as it can
be substituted off both carbon and nitrogen atoms through nucleophilic and electrophilic
attack mechanisms respectively. Due to this versility, the triazine moiety has found uses
as herbicide, flame retardant, and more recently, as high temperature thermoset resin
component.130,131,132,133
Cyanuric chloride is a cheap readily available derivative where chlorine groups
are substituted off each carbon atom creating 2,4,6-trichloro-1,3,5 triazine yielding an
excellent starting compound for synthesis of more complex triazine based compounds
due to the straightforward nucleophilic substitution of each chloride atom.134 The
molecule also offers unique synthetic tailoring as each substitution occurs at varying
activation energies. The first substitution occurs at 0 °C, the second at room temperature
and finally the third position is functionalized at the reflux temperature of the solvent.
This selective addition can introduce up to three different substituents and hence,
functionalities, through amines, alcohols, or thiols and often exceeds 95% conversion.135
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1st substitution
@ 0 °C

2nd substitution
@ 25 °C

3rd substitution
@ 65 °C
Figure 81. Different reactivity of 2,4,6-trichloro-1,3,5 triazine.
In addition to synthetic versatility the triazine structure offers the potential to form
non-covalent bonds through the nitrogen lone-pair electrons which allows the 1,3,5triazine ring to act as both a ζ-donor and π-acceptor.136 More importantly, the lone pair is
capable of forming H-bonds where the trazine nitrogen functions as an H-bond
acceptor.137 The triazine ring also participates in the conventional π- π interactions
associated with aromatic rings.138
To take advantage of the triazine structure cyanate ester chemistry has been
introduced into the aerospace community where the triazine is formed through a
cyclotrimerization ring closure of dicyanate molecules (Figure 2).139 This process is a
homopolymerization of the dicyanate monomer where the R group can be modified with
aryl or aliphatic groups to tailor the properties, such as Tg and modulus.140 Since pure
cyanate ester systems are typically brittle in nature and difficult to process alone,
commercial systems are often blended with engineering thermoplastics to improve
toughness and expand processing capabilities.141
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Figure 82. Cyclotrimerization of cyanate end group into triazine structure.
Problems arise with homopolymerization of these monomers due to competing
reactions that consume cyanate groups and prevent the formation of the triazine ring.142
To avoid processing difficulties cyanate esters have also been copolymerized with
epoxies, which creates another problem as the curing of oxiranes with triazine rings by
insertion/elimination reaction between glycidyl ether and triazine yields oxazolidinone, a
moiety far less thermally stable than the triazine ring.143,144 Literature has shown as much
as a 42 °C decrease in Tg after formation of oxazolidinone.149
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The triazine structure is known to increase thermal and physical properties,
however, has not been fully accepted in industry due to the challenges listed above. 145,146
To circumvent these difficulties a unique monomer will be synthesized where the triazine
ring will be functionalized with aromatic amine moieties to create a six functional epoxy
curing agent. Avoiding the cyclotrimerization during curing ensures the triazine will
remain intact and will give better control over the network. By forming dense
crosslinked networks between the amine functionalized triazine and DGEBA, the service
temperature of polymers can be appreciated up to 400 °C.147,148
Molecular dynamics (MD) modeling is becoming a powerful polymer science
research tool for relating chemical structure with thermo-mechanical behavior. As models
are developed, it is useful to employ an experimental component to ensure the accuracy
of the simulations and determine the difference between theoretical predictions and realworld capability. Quantifying this difference (or “delta”) between simulation and
experimentation allows one to (a) refine the predictive model, (b) improve upon
experimental procedures, or (c) both, in order to improve accuracy and predictive
confidence for a matrix system. In this report, we are demonstrating how we combine
MD modeling and synthetic experimentation to develop a triazine based aromatic amine
curative model to study the physical and thermal properties of an epoxy network. The
curative was synthesized in our laboratory and incorporated into DGEBA networks to
study its influence on thermo-mechanical network properties. We also describe our
computational models and matrix critical thermo-mechanical predictions simulated using
Accelrys Materials Studio MD software.
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In multi-scale modeling, the goal is to predict the properties and behavior of
complex structures across all relevant time-length scales starting from fundamental
chemical and physical mechanisms. Macroscopic material properties and behaviors, such
as strength and performance, are linked to phenomena that occur on a smaller length
scale, beginning with molecular level events. When molecular dynamics models are
more accurate, modeling frameworks, which capture dominant mechanisms across all
time-length scales, will offer more reliable predictive capabilities. Despite extensive
material research and development, high-modulus matrix resins used in advanced
aerospace composites are relatively brittle, glassy polymers and prevent carbon fibers
from reaching their ultimate performance capabilities. Advancements in molecular
dynamics modeling provide insights to further study the physical deformations of glassy
polymers. The mechanisms of glassy polymer distortions in response to applied strains
are not well-understood, nor is there an accurate model that relates distortional
capabilities of glassy polymers to specific structural chemistries. This deficiency is a key
limitation for advancing reliable multi-scale models that relate matrix chemistry to
ultimate composite performance. The development of new molecular models that
specifically relate glassy polymer chemical structure to distortional deformation and
thermal properties of the networks will advance the improvement of accurate multi-scale
models and expedite the development of high performance aerospace matrices.
Experimental
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Synthesis of 1,3,5-tris(4-nitrophenoxy)-s-triazine (TNA)
To synthesize 1,3,5-tris(4-nitrophenoxy)-s-triazine (TNA), we modified a
procedure reported by Melissaris et.al.149 A solution of sodium 4-nitrophenoxide was
prepared by adding 4-nitrophenol (15.8585 g, 114.0 mmol) and acetone (40 mL) to
sodium hydroxide dissolved in redistilled water (100 mL). This solution was added
slowly to a stirred solution of cyanuric chloride (7.0076 g, 38.0 mmol) in acetone (75
mL). The solution was stirred at ambient temperature, using a magnetic stirring device,
and allowed to pre-react for 30 min, after which, the temperature was slowly increased to
reflux conditions and held for an additional 4 h. A crystalline white solid gradually
precipitated from the refluxing solution. After 4 h, the slurry was cooled to roomtemperature, vacuum filtered, the white precipitate was washed with a dilute solution
(typically 5-10 wt%) of sodium carbonate in distilled water, then washed once with
distilled water and once with methanol. The white solid, 1,3,5-tris(4-nitrophenoxy)-striazine, was dried in-vacuuo at 60oC and recrystallized from acetonitrile to yield the
intermediate.
Synthesis of 1,3,5-tris(4-aminophenoxy)-s-triazine (TTA)
A solution of TNA intermediate (7.3852 g, 15.0 mmol) in DMF (50 mL) and a
small quantity of catalyst (typically 1-2 wt% of TNA) 10% palladium on carbon were
charged into a hydrogenation flask of a Parr hydrogenation Series 3911/3916 apparatus.
The hydrogenation was carried out under a starting pressure of 3.5 atm hydrogen gas, and
the hydrogenation reaction was allowed to progress at room temperature until the
pressure stabilized (typically around 10 h). After completion of the hydrogenation, the
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insoluble catalyst was vacuum-filtered from the clear DMF-TTA solution, and
approximately 1/3 of the DMF was stripped under reduced pressure and moderate
heating. The remaining DMF-TTA concentrate was poured over a reasonable excess of
crushed ice, which was slowly stirred with a mechanical stirring device at room
temperature until the ice fully melted into a slurry. The white solid was vacuum filtered
from the water-DMF mixture, washed with water, washed again with cold methanol and
dried to yield 1,3,5-tris(4-aminophenoxy)-s-triazine TTA curative.
Epoxy-Triazine Networks
Epoxy-triazine networks were formed by curing DGEBA (provided by Hexion,
EPON 825) with the 1,3,5-tris(4-aminophenoxy)-s-triazine. DGEBA was heated to 100
°C with stirring, at which point, amine was added and stirred until fully dissolved.
Solution was removed with a pipette and placed between two glass slides for Near IR
analysis. Near IR measurements were made with Antaris II process analyzer Near IR by
Thermo Scientific.
Viscosity Profile of Curing Network
Viscosity profiles were measured, using a TA ARES LS-2 rheometer with a
frequency of 6.28 rad/s, 5 sec per measurement, strain of 0.005%, ramp rate of 5 °C/min
from 25-300 °C.
Results and Discussion
Much work has been performed in this lab to understand, and ultimately, improve
the distortional capability of thermoset composite matrix resins. Using the Strain
Invariant Failure Theory (SIFT) as a model, molecular level energy dissipative motions
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have been identified as the leading contributor to improving distortion.150 Short time
scale motions, which occur in the glassy state, help to dissipate energy and prevent brittle
failure. For this reason, the para substituted diphenyl diamino sulfone (DDS) exhibits a
higher yield strain and improved von mises strain compared to the meta substituted DDS.
The ability of the phenyl ring in the para DDS to flip without creating long range motion
allows this motion to occur in the sub Tg regime while the ring flip in the meta substituted
DDS creates long range motion and is, thus, a higher energy motion and is restricted to
temperatures above the Tg . The ring flip in the para DDS, therefore, participates in short
range short time scale recovery and improves the distortional ability over the meta DDS.
Any additional short range motions that can be added to the system would help to
improve distortional ability of the resin.

para DDS

meta DDS
Figure 84. Ring flip comparison of para and meta DDS in a polymer chain.
The triazine ring was initially targeted for its high temperature properties and
mechanical improvement; however, the presence of the amines in the aromatic ring create
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a unique case where the C-N-C bond and the N-C-N bond are not equal. The presence of
the lone pair electrons in the sp2 hybridized nitrogen creates a 112.25 ° angle centered at
nitrogen, which then causes the carbon centered angle to increase to 127.72 ° to make up
for the smaller angle.151 This angular difference gives the triazine ring the ability to flip
between pseudo boat and chair conformations, which add additional short range motions,
which should increase the distortional ability over a DDS curative in epoxy systems.
Figure 85 illustrates the difference between the triazine ring and a benzene ring in
conformations of the ring itself. The image below is a simulation showing the 10 lowest
energy conformations of the molecule where gray sticks represent carbon atoms, red
sticks represent oxygen atoms, and blue sticks represent nitrogen atoms. Greater
variation in the images indicates greater ability for short range molecular motion. The
structures were chosen based upon a symmetrical triazine molecule typical of a curative
used in this study. Para substituted benzene rings were added to help illustrate short
range motion and possible low energy conformations. The triazine ring was then
replaced with a benzene ring to demonstrate the potential advantages the triazine ring
would possess over the benzene ring in terms of distortional ability.
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Figure 85. Simulation of 10 lowest energy conformations for triazine (left) and benzene
(right) centered molecules.
The triazine centered molecule on the left shows a large number of energy stable
conformations as it has the ability to pucker and unpucker as seen in Figure 86, giving the
molecule additional energy absorbing mechanisms while maintaining high temperature
and high modulus character typically associated with aromatic rings. The benzene
centered molecule on the right remains relatively planar, and motion is only observed in
rotation about the red ether linkages.
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Figure 86. Ball and stick model demonstrating “puckering” ability of triazine ring.
Based upon favorable properties of triazine moiety in literature and the additional
molecular motion, incorporation into thermoset composite matrix networks is a logical
step. To take advantage of the favorable processing characteristics of epoxy resins the
triazine ring will be incorporated by modifying the ring and creating a trifuntional
aromatic amine curative. The advantages of this molecule are three-fold. First, it allows
high amounts of the triazine structure to be incorporated into the backbone of the matrix
resin; second since the ring is already formed unfavorable side reactions, which compete
with the cyclotrimerization of the cyanate group, are not a concern; and finally, the
curative can be used as a drop in replacement for current aerospace amine curatives,
which means new processing techniques, do not need to be developed.
Molecular simulations were performed on software from Accelrys Material
Studio. Polymers were built where the triamine triazine (TTA) in Figure 87 was modeled
with diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA) epoxy resin.
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Figure 87. Proposed structure of triazine curative.
Attempts were made to minimize, or possibly eliminate, the oxazolidinone
reaction by enhancing a more kinetically favorable TTA based aromatic amine and
forming a thermally stable epoxy. Combining the triazine and aromatic amine within the
curative provides a kinetically favorable amine-glycidyl ether reaction. This curing
procedure provided a regular epoxy network structure while preserving triazine to
provide thermal enhancement. Preliminary data suggested the conventional epoxy
reaction via the aromatic amine curative was favorable, preserved the triazine moieties
and reduced formation of oxazolidinone.152
Simulated TTA-DGEBA networks were built and simulations were run to
perform studies to predict network critical thermo-mechanical properties. The networks
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analyzed were built using the Dendrimer function of Accelrys which starts with a seed
molecule and builds structure molecules onto the seed as prescribed by the user. The
seed and structure molecules are the chemical equivalents of monomers, and the modeler
determines the chemical structure, shape in space, and reactive sites of the seeds and
structure molecules.

Accelrys cannot predict a chemical reaction, so the seeds and

structures employed need to be combined in a way that yields the equivalent of a fully a
bonded epoxy-amine network. In order to address this constraint, we assign each amine
with two methyl groups as opposed to two hydrogen atoms.

Figure 88. TTA (left) and DGEBA (right) as modeled in Material Studio showing extra
methyl group on primary amine of TTA and opened glycidyl group on DGEBA.
After molecules are drawn, force-fields are assigned to each atom, which is
analogous to applying the laws of physics the molecules will adhere to.
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Figure 89. Dendrimer build process and equilibration of TTA DGEBA network.
The atomistic model, typically around 5000 atoms, is completed at atmospheric
temperature and pressure. Creating this trajectory, or snapshot representation of an
amorphous cell as it changes over time, is a process based on the Ergodic principle. The
Ergodic principle states that over a long enough period of time, all microstates for a
particle are possible. Therefore, time averaging used in statistical mechanics (simulation
analysis) and ensemble averaging used in thermodynamics (experimental analysis) give
equal values. After the trajectories are completed, a series of tests are run to determine
the physical properties of the material. To determine tensile modulus (G), shear modulus
(E), and Poisson’s ratio (ν), the Elastic Properties (static) test is run in Forcite Analysis.
The last 10 frames of each of the three trajectories are analyzed, and the values obtained
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from the tests are averaged. The values for the three different trajectories are then
averaged.
To determine CTE (α), glass transition temperature (Tg), density (ρ), and the first
invariant of the strain tensor (J1), the temperature cycle in Amorphous Cell Protocols is
employed. This procedure cycles the temperature from 800K to 100K and back to 800K.
Both a heating and cooling volume vs. temperature plot can be obtained from this data to
calculate CTE, Tg, and J1. This analysis also returns the density at room temperature
from both the heating and cooling cycles. Since a theoretical V vs T plot should be
obtained infinitely slowly, the values for the heating and cooling cycles are averaged to
give good approximations for all the values. Finally, the three trajectory values are
averaged.
The power of molecular dynamic simulations applied to polymer chemistry is the
ability to gaining insights into structure related thermo-mechanical network properties
without the time and constraints associated with laboratory synthesis. Simulations can be
refined with limited, or already published experimental data to assure accuracy. Once
confidence in the models is achieved, new molecules or modifications of existing
molecules can be ascertained in a fraction of the time it would take experimentally. MD
simulations then become effective for optimizing glassy network composite matrix
chemistry. This paper will discuss one of these optimized systems taken through
molecular simulations, laboratory synthesis, and finally experimental testing to explore
the validity of using computer simulations to complement wet chemistry.
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Table 13 shows MD simulation results for three different aromatic amine
curatives simulated with DGEBA. 33-DDS and 44-DDS are meta and para substituted
diaminodiphenyl sulfone, respectively, which we have benchmarked to develop MD
models and found good correlation with experimental high performance epoxy curative.
TTA represents the novel triazine curative, which is the focus of this paper. A closer
look at table 1 shows that TTA not only exceeds the DDS values, but also significantly
exceeds expected values showing substantially higher strength and thermal values all
while maintaining a very low density.
Table 13. Simulation Results Comparing DGEBA Cured with Different Aromatic
Amine Systems
Curative
E
G
v
α, in/in/F
Tg
ρ
J1
εvM
(ksi)
(ksi)
(x10-6)
(°F) (g/cc)
TTA
1306
510
0.282
26.0
431
1.151 0.028
33-DDS
451
165
0.365
31.3
371
1.206 0.028 0.288
44-DDS
636
250
0.271
31.6
281
1.204 0.020 0.270
Curative Synthesis
Figure 90 shows the 300-MHZ 13C-NMR spectrum of 1,3,5-trichloro-s-triazine
(cyanuric chloride) in DMSO-d6 solution. A single carbon peak is observed at 173 ppm.
Remaining peaks correspond to solvent indicating a pure starting compound.
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Figure 90. 13C NMR of starting compound cyanuric chloride.
Figure 91 shows the 300-MHZ 13C-NMR spectrum of starting compound of pnitrophenol in DMSO-d6 solution. Four unique carbon shifts are present where the
unsubstituted carbons are present at 116 and 127 ppm. The carbon adjacent to the
electron withdrawing nitro group appears at 140 ppm while the highly shielded hydroxyl
adjacent carbon appears furthest downfield at 165 ppm. Remaining peaks correspond to
solvent. All carbons are appropriately accounted, and the spectra confirms a clean and
pure monomer.
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Figure 91. 13C NMR of starting compound p-nitrophenol.
Figure 92 shows the 300-MHZ 13C-NMR spectrum of intermediate 1,3,5-tris(4nitrophenoxy)-s-triazine in DMSO-d6 solution. Five unique carbons are visible
signifying successful full substitution of p-nitrophenol onto cyanuric chloride. Shifting
of aromatic carbons occurs due to increased delocalization. All carbons are accounted for
and labeled.
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Figure 92. 13C NMR of intermediate 1,3,5-tris(4-nitrophenoxy)-s-triazine.
Figure 93 shows the 300-MHZ 1H-NMR spectrum of 1,3,5-tris(4-aminophenoxy)s-triazine in DMSO-d6 solution. The aromatic protons display an ab quartet between 6.5
and 7.0 δ corresponding to four protons. The amine protons show a sharp broad peak at
5.1 δ. Remaining peaks correspond to solvent. All protons are appropriately accounted,
and the spectra confirms a clean and pure monomer.
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Figure 93. 1H NMR of 1,3,5-tris(4-aminophenoxy)-s-triazine.
Figure 94 shows the 300-MHZ 13C-NMR spectrum of 1,3,5-tris(4aminophenoxy)-s-triazine in DMSO-d6 solution. The triazine carbon shows up furthest
downfield at 174 δ. Aromatic carbons show up in the aromatic region at 114, 122, 143,
and 147 δ. Carbons 2 and 5 have been assigned further downfield due to electronic
shielding of the amine and ether groups. Again, this spectra confirms synthesis of the
target triazine curative.
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Figure 94. 13C NMR of 1,3,5-tris(4-aminophenoxy)-s-triazine.
Figure 95 shows three near IR scans for the aforementioned resin system. The
green line represents the initial sample, which was taken just after amine was dissolved in
the DGEBA. In this sample, the epoxy absorption peak can be observed at 4535 cm-1,
and amine absorptions can be seen at 6657 and 5077 cm-1. Red and purple lines are
associated with different stages of cure with the red line representing 2 hours at 120 °C
and the purple, an additional 1 hour at 200 °C. In these two samples, both amine and
epoxy peaks are shown to deplete, which strongly suggests the amine epoxy reaction is
favored and is the dominant curing reaction. The absorption centered at 6990 is –OH
overtone, which increases as the cure proceeds. Hydroxyl absorption provides strong
indication of epoxy formation since a hydroxyl product forms during the ring-opening
oxirane-amine reaction. Carbonyl second overtone in Near-IR is observed at 5000 –
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5500 cm-1 and would indicate oxazolidinone formation as described in Figure 83 (the
oxazolidinone reaction contains multiple carbonyl sources). Examination of this region
in Figure 95 does not display strong carbonyl absorption, which further supports the
triazine remains intact during the reaction.

Figure 95. Near IR spectra of DGEBA cured with 1,3,5-tris(4-aminophenoxy)-s-triazine.
Figure 96 shows a chemo-rheological temperature sweep of a DGEBA TTA
curing reaction. The viscosity does not change up until 170 °C when it rapidly increases
due to the polymer crosslinking reaction. At 105 Pa-s, the vitrification process becomes
diffusion controlled, and the slope of the viscosity curve reduces until it eventually levels
off above 270 °C and 107 Pa-s. This shows the matrix pre-polymer is stable below 170
°C. This rheological data does not display any behavior that would suggest degradations,
and in fact, is indicative of a “textbook” epoxy curing system. Further, the matrix shows
good upper temperature stability.
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Dynamic Temperature ramp of B-stage resin in acetone
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Figure 96. Chemo-rheological temperature sweep viscosity profile for DGEBA-TTA.
Summary
Molecular modeling shows a very promising system when DGEBA is cured with
an aromatic triazine where properties meet or exceed all target values. Literature search
of similar structures suggests an unwanted reaction between the triazine and epoxy
moieties occurs, thus, handicapping the performance increase the triazine structure is
supposed to bring to the polymer network. Initial IR investigation shows that by creating
an aromatic amine, which encompasses the triazine ring, these triazines can successfully
be incorporated into epoxy networks. Rheological studies shows that this six functional
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curative vitrifies rapidly at high temperatures and thermally stable for mixing and
processing at lower temperatures. We are currently evaluating thermo-mechanical
properties for this system that will be presented at a future date. This data will be used to
validate and improve the molecular modeling simulations presented in this discussion.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS
Several analytical methods were employed to gain a greater understanding of how
glassy epoxy network develop during cure. Near-IR and DSC methods monitored the
network development of di-functional epoxides cured with 3,3’ and 4,4’ DDS. Results
showed 3,3’ DDS reacts primary amine exclusively prior to secondary amine while the
4,4’ DDS showed competing reaction of primary and secondary amine. This results in
the 3,3’ DDS cured systems forming linear polymer chains before cross-linking while the
4,4’ DDS forms highly disordered random network structures. Free-volume data showed
4,4’ DDS samples exhibited higher hole-size free volume and fractional free volume due
to the disordered network structure, which became frozen into the glassy state.
Cure schedule was shown to be able to manipulate the free volume of systems,
specifically 4,4’ DDS systems, by altering the manner in which the network forms. By
switching from an academic based 2 staged cure with a low initial temperature followed
by a short high temperature period to a single stage high temperature cure, the 4,4’ DDS
was allowed to react in a similar fashion to 3,3’ DDS where primary amine is completely
consumed prior to secondary amine. This results in a significant reduction in free volume
as the system went from irregular and disordered to a high density more regularly packed
architecture. Etherification also occurs more readily in the industrial cure when the low
viscosity mixture is exposed to high initial temperature. All systems showed a small
degree of hydroxyl epoxide reaction; however, it was most prevalent in the DGEBF
systems.
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Investigation of multi-functional resins and the di-functional resins has confirmed
that meta-substitution results in lower free volume as compared to para-substituted.
Presumably the meta-substitution affords additional mobility to the chains to pack tighter
as the polymer cools from the rubbery state to the glassy state, which results in lower
amounts of frozen in free volume. This is true for both epoxy and amine moieties as
meta-substitution in epoxy monomers provided systems with lower free volume than
para-substituted epoxies. Also multi-functional resins were shown to lower hole size free
volume than the di-functional resins and a higher fractional free volume. The lower holesize free volume is due to the higher functionality, which promotes a tighter network by
reducing the molecular weight between crosslinks. The higher fractional free volume is
due to the early vitrification in the system from the high functionality, which prevents
any chain relaxation. Di-functional systems grow linear initially allowing for tight chain
packing and morphological structure to develop early. Crosslinking does not disrupt the
tight linear segments, but instead, conforms the newly added chains to the network,
creating a low density or high free volume hole size domain. Since the multi-functional
resins do not have the luxury of the high density area, the network forms more like a
ladder structure with a more uniform domain. This gives the system evenly distributed
small holes and an overall high fractional free volume.
Glassy polymer network isomers with well-controlled morphological variations
were used to study the relationship between hole-size free volume and organic solvent
transport. The free volume average hole-size was varied in epoxy networks by curing
with the aromatic amine isomers, 3,3’ and 4,4’ DDS. The amine isomer substitution was
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useful to alter reaction kinetics and produce inherently different network architectures
and packing densities while keeping the chemical compositions and polarities of the
network identical. This approach allowed us for the study of morphological contributions
with uptake behavior. Fluid uptake kinetics were shown to have a strong dependence
upon hole-size free volume for glassy polymer networks. In cases where the ingressing
solvent was small compared to the average hole size, transport was facilitated by
providing a direct interconnected pathway and rapid ingress. As the ingressing solvent
approached the average hole-size, the glassy polymer networks showed significantly
lower uptake kinetics. When the ingressing solvent was significantly larger than the
average hole-size, we did not detect appreciable solvent uptake, suggesting a blocking
mechanism dominated ingress behavior and prevented penetrant ingress. These results
suggest that reducing the free volume hole-size is a reasonable approach to control
solvent properties for glassy polymer networks.
A continuum also appears to exist between Fickain and case II diffusion
mechanisms where it is likely that all diffusion is a composite of each technique. The
Fickain rate is faster and dependent upon solvent molecules at the leading edge finding
available free volume to diffuse into while the case II rate is slower and depends heavily
upon molecular motions for transport and is, therefore, restricted to the time-scale of
these motions. Where the actual mechanism falls on the continuum is based upon ratio
between solvent size and free volume hole size. If the solvent vdW is << Vh (water
through 44A), the mechanism is purely Fickian; if the solvent vdW is ≈ Vh (MEK
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through 44A), the mechanism is predominately case II; and if the solvent vdW falls in
between, it is a composite off the two behaviors (methanol through 44A).
Digital image correlation was used to track the case II diffusion of MEK through
glassy epoxy networks. The steady moving flow front created an environment where a
highly plasticized region surrounded an unperturbed virgin core. Swelling in the
plasticized region created a unique stress environment where compressive stress was
placed on the center of the sample while the plasticized outer regions experienced a
tensile stress due to dilatational swelling. Solvent induced failure occurred in glassy
networks when the rate of swelling was high enough to create brittle failure in the resin.
The addition of the methylene and meta-substituted phenyl groups, which helped to
increase the distortional ability also increased the rate absoroption and swelling to the
point where macroscopic brittle failure was observed.
Upon removal of solvent from the system, the free volume collapses resulting in a
densification of the system, which is exemplified by a reduction in Tg and increase in
modulus once all solvent has been removed. The introduction of solvent reduces the
activation energy for long range motion, allowing for facile movement of chains. As
solvent continues to ingress, the molecules reorient into an extended form during
swelling. During the desorption process, the molecules slowly relax into low energy
conformations. Since this process is slower than cooling, the chains have more time to
relax and result in less frozen in free volume.
A new simulation method was developed within Material Studio software to
predict the fluid susceptibility of glassy epoxy polymer networks with strong correlation
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to experimental observations. The new method involved using sp2 hybridized carbon
sheets to create a flat interaction surface between polymer and solvent. This allowed for
the interaction surface to be maximized without forcing mixing. The chemical
interaction component of solvent ingress was measured by summing all of the
intermolecular forces between solvent and polymer. The physical interaction was
quantified by observing the graphical output, which tracked the trajectories of the
individual atoms where diffusion occurred when the solvent molecule could enter the free
volume of the sample. Water molecules showed rapid diffusion with low chemical
affinity toward the epoxy polymer. MEK had a strong chemical interaction with the
polymer as well as with observable diffusion after extended times. TPP showed
moderate chemical affinity however was never able to penetrate the polymer even after
3,500,000 ps. All results matched well with the experiment.
Molecular modeling shows a very promising system when DGEBA is cured with
an aromatic triazine where properties meet or exceed all target values. Literature search
of similar structures suggests an unwanted reaction between the triazine and epoxy
moieties occurs, handicapping the performance increase the triazine structure is supposed
to bring to the polymer network. Initial IR investigation shows that by creating an
aromatic amine, which encompasses the triazine ring, these triazines can successfully be
incorporated into epoxy networks. Rheological studies shows that this six functional
curative vitrifies rapidly at high temperatures and thermally stable for mixing and
processing at lower temperatures.
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This work has shown the dependence of network structure on the fluid ingress
behavior of glassy epoxy networks. Isomerism and curing prescription was effectively
utilized to alter chemical structure without changing the chemical environment. It was
conclusively shown that an increase in free volume and sub-Tg molecular motions has a
negative effect on fluid resistance of glassy polymer networks.
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